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MINUTES OF
MEETING WITH SALT STATE REPRESENTATIVES AND NRC

NOVEMBER 15-16, 1983

BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE
505 KING AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OHIO

The listing of attendees (Attachment 1) and the agenda (Attachment 2) are

attached.

November 15, 1983

Jeff Neff welcomed state and NRC representatives to the third state meeting.

Introductions- of all attendees were made. Jeff distributed the new NPO

organization chart (Attachment 3) and introduced new NPO personnel.

Jeff updated state participants on the following program activities: (Attachment 4)

* Mission Plan - Expected to be mailed to designated state officials

in early December. Should be available to the public in

April, 1984, and will be submitted to Congress in June, 1984.

Questions were raised concerning state review process.

* Guidelines - A letter responding to the states' final comments

will be mailed to the states at the same time the Guidelines

are mailed to NRC. This is expected to occur shortly.

* Schedule - The draft EA date has slipped 2 months; the final

EA date has slipped 2 months. The other dates, including the

nomination date, remain the same. Present plans are to hold to

1/85 for recommendation.

A discussion followed on how the decision will be made to go from 5 to 3

sites. The question was raised whether the decision methodology would be

available before draft EAs were released and would it be a part of the

Mission Plan. The methodology for doing this will be developed in the

summer of 1984.
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c Annual Meeting - Agenda changes were mentioned. (Environmental

session will be chaired by R. Stein, and the Site session will be

chaired by S. Mann.) Registration forms were distributed. If ]
states wish to hold any special meetings on any subject, contact

J. Neff, Jeff described cooperative effort with the states by 1

which local leaders from the salt states will be invited to the

Annual Meeting. These local invitees are to be funded by the

state grants. This arrangement has been worked out with Texas,

Mississippi, and Louisiana. Discussions are underway to finalize

plans in Utah.

e State Grants - There were no comments at this time. 1
Jeff adjourned this portion of the meeting to the lecture hall. Dan Egan,

Office of Radiation Programs, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, was

introduced to discuss proposed EPA standards. His presentation included

two handouts (Attachment 5) and his slides are attached (Attachment 6).

Dr. Egan's presentation was videotaped and is available to the states.

Following his presentation, Dr. Egan met with state representatives to

answer their questions.

Bob Wunderlich presented an update on the EA development, including a discussion

of in-scope issues and the proposed EA chapter outline (Attachment 7). A

plan is being developed for preparing the EA and will be based on the final

siting guidelines. When it is available, it will be sent to the states and NRC.

P. Esmailzadeh (Borik) presented a methodology that could be used to compare

and evaluate potential sites (Attachment 8 and 9).

Bill McIntosh discussed the criteria for determining in-scope issues for

the EA (Attachment 10).

Don Keller presented an update on public information activities, including I
C&C activities in each state, public meetings, exhibits, speakers' bureau

and local information offices (Attachment 11). 3
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November 16, 1983

Leslie Casey mentioned Mississippi and NRC had visited ONWI to learn more

about the Technical Data Management System. Other states were encouraged

to make similar visits. Search items have been received from Mississippi
(Attachment 12), Louisiana (Attachment 13), and Texas (Attachment 14);

Utah and NRC may still submit search ideas.

Bev Rawles distributed to the states and NRC an updated edition of the "Catalog
and Procedures for Requesting Unanalyzed and Processed Data/Information from

the NWTS-Salt Repository Project in Columbus, Ohio," incorporating the

state comments (Attachment 15). This update includes the total catalog

package. If there are any changes on the listing of catalog holders,

contact Leslie Casey. The new edition of the bibliography (ONWI-200) will

be mailed to catalog holders by the time of the Annual Information Meeting.

Matt Golis discussed the status of the TDMS (Technical Data Management System)

and distributed-examples (Attachment 16). The procedure for data revision was

reviewed. A discussion followed on the feasability of states tyino their

computers to the ONWI data base. NPO will begin development of a proposal to
DOE-HQ on the use of terminals for interested parties.

Dick Kingsley presented an update on the status of the Architect/Engineer for

a salt repository. Each state should have received the statement of work for
the AE. Dick mentioned the possibility of Inviting a Fluor representative to a

future state meeting to discuss the activity plan in more detail (Attachment 17).

Hubert Miller, NRC, covered the following topics: (Attachment 18)

* Guidelines- Present NRC review plans include three weeks for NRC

staff review before submitting them to the Commission. Total

planned review time is seven weeks, but this time period may be

affected by the petitions received from the Yakima Indian Tribe,

Texas, and the other states.

a Petitions from the Yakimas and states; the petitions request

that NRC conduct a rulemaking for the procedures the Commission

would follow in concurring on the Guidelines.

* NRC regulation - see viewgraphs-
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c NRC organization and staffing - Tilak (Teek) Verma, NRC on-site

representative for NPO office was introduced. His position

(functional) description is attached (Attachment 19).

* Interagency agreement between NRC and DOE.

c NRC's prelicensing consultation process, including review of EAs.

While the most recent information/status report of the DOE data release

system have not been reviewed in detail, NRC (H. Miller) commented favorably

on the progress made by DOE in laying out a systematic configuration for

the Salt Project data base. Based upon the presentation by NRC on its plans

for review of DOE environmental assessments NRC stated that it will be

necessary to avail itself of the polices annunciated in the DOE/NRC high

level waste repository procedural agreement and in the DOE Catalog and

Procedures package which provide for direct inspection and review of currently

available data. As discussed in the NRC presentation, this is necessary for

NRC to be able to comment reasonably and responsibly on the data and data

interpretations that, practically speaking, can be summarized only in the EA.

NRC expressed a sense of urgency about completion of the inventory of

currently available data requested by NRC letter of May 13, 1983.

NRC stated that it was sensitive to the need to avoid unduly impacting DOE

and contractor staff preparing the EAs. NRC stated that the data inventory

should be the basis for working out a reasonable and realistic program and

schedule of interactions that would familarize NRC with data with the least

possible disruption to DOE. This would be the logical next step in the

program initiated in July by DOE to make available to states and NRC detailed

data and information to be used in connection with, and in support of, EAs

and screening decisions. NRC stated this could amount to no more than what

DOE is already doing to make data available to the states; it could be done

in a way that requires little more than making space available for NRC and

providing someone to guide them to specific data. NRC emphasized that it

was only interested in data in its current form and that it was not asking

for any effort to change its form. l

NRC stated that it would understand that DOE may desire putting off consultation

on future plans for addressing licensing issues to work on EAs. In making this

point, NRC observed that some of these issues are now on critical path for
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completion of site characterization and potential repository licensing.

Therefore, putting off detailed technical meetings and consultation on

licensing issues may cause delays in longer term schedules.

NRC stated that, under the existing inter-agency agreement, the NRC data

reviews could be coordinated with states who may be doing similar reviews,

to further conserve DOE resources. NRC indicated that the staff would advise

DOE and the states on the preliminary results of its data reviews as they

occur. Miller stated that this was normal practice and'responded favorably

to the recommendation by S. Frishman that some topical meetings on such issues

as hydrology, geology, etc., may be a convenient mechanism for doing this.

NRC noted that some progress has been made on completing the inventory;

for example, Golis indicated that the borehole summary part of the inventory

was near completion. However, NRC stated that the sense of urgency about

completing the thventory arises from the fact that it is the essential

first step in planning and structuring future interactions prior to the

release of the EAs. Miller stated that in order to facilitate the process

of completing the inventory and nailing down future steps, NRC would be

willing to have several staff (R. Johnson and T. Verma) come to ONWI in

the next several weeks. Miller stated R. Johnson would be in touch with

L. Casey on this matter.

Following the state caucus during the lunch hour, Renwick DeVille presented

the following state comments and recommendations:

Annual Meeting: State representatives endorsed having a meeting involving

salt state representatives and local leaders attending the annual meeting.

This meeting could include a briefing on:

1. Mission Plan - what It is and what it will do.

2. Two-Year Budget -Implementing the'program.

Tuesday, December 13, following the meeting sessions was suggested as the

proposed date.

For the fourth bimonthly meeting in January, the following topics were

suggested: (See attached draft agenda - Attachment 20)
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Review the on-going topics:

1. Guidelines

2. Update on EA

3. Continuing discussions of data transfer system, including the

possibility of access to the data base with computer tie-ins.

Prefer to omit the-lecture hall/videotape session with the guest speaker

for the January meeting.

Detailed information was requested on the following topics:

1. Socioeconomics - DOE's long-term plans of the direction program is

taking in socioeconomic area.

2. Mission Plan - In-depth information wanted, hopefully by someone

from HQ.

3. Status report on Fluor contract.

Prefer meeting on Thursday and Friday, ending meeting by noon on Friday

to allow time to catch afternoon flights home. Suggested date for next

meeting - January 26-27, 1984.

At January meeting would like to discuss format of future meetings and

the possibility of combining this meeting with bimonthly technical

meetings on environmental issues.

For the benefit of new NPO staff members, states were asked to give a brief

summary on state activities.

Texas

* Organization remains unchanged.

* Recent activities revolve around preparing to evaluate EAs.

* Will soon have a Task Force or Advisory Group, which will include

people from the local communities.

* Last legislature passed law requiring permit for shaft construction.

e Developed regulations for enforcement of statute and now holding

hearings on draft regulations.

j
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Mississippi

* New Mississippi Governor was elected; unsure how this might affect
program.

* Working on RFP for socioeconomic study.

* Developed grant proposal for microseismic study.

* Continuing to work on computer systems.

* Information exchange will be held in Richton, Mississippi,

December 10.

s Plans underway for presentation to E&TB early in January and a

legislative forum later in January.

Louisiana

a New Louisiana Governor was elected; indicates more involvement

in NWTS program.

* Submitting application for increased funding.
* Plan to hire fulltime staff by spring.

* Working on computerized data base to tie into ONWI system.

Utah

* Many changes during recent months
-Policy Group, chaired by Juline Christofferson

-Technical Review Group, chaired by Judith Hinchman

* Plans more complete report on state activities at January meeting.
ACTION: Send new Utah organization chart to NPO.

Submitted by Debra Halliday, ONWI



LIST OF ATTACHMENTS TO

NOVEMBER 15-16, MEETING MINUTES

1. List of Meeting Attendees

2. Meeting Agenda

3. J. Neff's Handout

4. J. Neff's Handout

5. D. Egan's Handouts

6. D. Egan's Slides

7. R. Wunderlich's Viewgraphs

8. P. Esmailzadeh's Viewgraphs

9. P. Esmailzadeh's Handouts

10. W. McIntosh's Viewgraphs

11. D. Keller's Handout

12. Mississippi Search Items

13. Louisiana Search Items

14. Texas Search Items

15. B. Rawles Handout

16. M. Golis' Handout

17. R. Kingsley Handout

18. H. Miller's Viewgraphs

19. T. Verma's Position Description

20. Draft Agenda for January 26-27, 1984 Meeting
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ATTENDEES

MEETING WITH SALT STATE REPRESENTATIVES AND NRC
NOVEMBER 15-16, 1983

NAME

Renwick Deville

Kelly Haggard

Guy Wilson

Judith Hinchman

Steve Frishman

Donna Mattson

Teek Verma

Arlie Howell

Charles Killgore

George Loudder

Dan Egan

Chuck Wakamo

Jeff Neff

Bob Wunderlich

Linda McClain

Leslie Casey

AFFILIATION

Louisiana Geological Survey

Mississippi Energy &
Transportation Board

Mississippi State Department
of Radiological Health

Utah State Planning &
Budget Office

Texas Governor's Office

NRC/Waste Management

NRC/Waste Management

NRC/WAste Management

Battelle Advisor-
Mississippi

Battelle Advisor-
Louisiana

Battelle Advisor
Texas

U.S. EPA
Office of Radiation Programs

EPA
Region IV

DOE-NPO

DOE-NPO

DOE-NPO

DOE-NPO

ADDRESS

P.O. Box G
Baton Rouge, LA 70893

300 Watkins Bldg., 510 George St.
Jackson, MS 39202

P.O. Box 1700
Jackson, MS 39205

Room 116, State Capitol Bldg.
Salt Lake City, UT 84114

P.O. Box 12428
Austin, TX 78711

Washington, D.C. 20555

Washington, D.C. 20555

Washington, D.C. 20555

Route 6, Box 540
Lucedale, MS 39452

506 Hundred Oaks Drive
Ruston, LA 71270

P.O. Box 15047
Amarillo, TX 79105

ANR-460
Washington, D.C. 20460

345 Courtland Street, NE
Atlanta, GA 30365

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201
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NAME

Tom Baillieul

Alan Handwerker

Keith Robinette

Ted Taylor

Gordon Appel

Polly Doyle

Jerry Symanski

Gary Larmer

Albert LaSala, Jr.

Susanne Ragen

Michael Mellinger

Glen Stafford

Bruno Loran

Stan Goldsmith

Don Keller

Jay Jones

Bill McIntosh

Diane Cattran

Helen Latham

AFFILIATION

DOE-NPO

DOE-NPO

DOE-NPO

DOE-NPO

DOE-NPO

DOE-NPO

DOE-NPO

Argonne National Lab

USGS

Weston

ADDRESS

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columubus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

2301 Research Blvd.
Rockville, MD 20850

2301 Research Blvd.
Richville, MD 20850

3040 Riverside Drive
Columbus, OH 43221

3040 Riverside Drive
Columbus, OH 43221

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

Weston

Parsons-Redpath

Parsons-Redpath

Battelle-ONWI

Battelle-ONWI

DOE-NPO

Battelle-ONWI

Battelle-ONWI

Battel 1 e-ONWI



NAME

Bill Merriman

Debra Halliday

Jack Parry

Dave Waite

Ram Murthy

Matt Golis

Bev Rawles

Mike Glora

Parviz Esmailzadeh
(Borik)

Ian Seeds

Dick Kingsley

Larry Anderson

Margaret Boryczka

Dan Swanson

Ram Lahoti

Roger Wu

AFFILIATION

Battel1e-ONWI

Battelle-ONWI

Battelle-ONWI

Battelle-ONWI

Battelle-BPMD

Battelle-ONWI

Battelle-BPMD

Battelle-ONWI

Battelle-ONWI

Battelle-BPMD

Battelle-ONWI

Battelle-BPMD

Battelle-ONWI

Battelle-BPMD

DOE-NPO

DOE-NPO

ADDRESS

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201

.
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AGENDA
THIRD BIMONTHLY MEETING WITH SALT STATE REPRESENTATIVES AND NRC

NOVEMBER 15-16, 1983

BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Tuesday, November 15 - Conference Room G

9:00 - 9:15 a.m. Opening Remarks

9-15 - 9:30 a.m. Program Update (Grants, Status,
Mission Plan, Guidelines,
Annual Meeting, Schedule,
Introduction of New Staff) -

9:30 - 10:00 a.m. Discussion

Jeff Neff

Jeff Neff

Dan Egan,
Guest Speaker

Lecture Hall

10:30 - 11:30 a.m.

11:30 - 12:30 p.m.

Proposed Environmental
Protection Agency
Standards

Discussion

Cafeteria Room 6

12:30 - 1:30 p.m. Lunch

Conference Room G

2:00 - 2:30 p.m.

2:30 - 4:30 p.m.

Followup Questions of EPA

Environmental Assessment

* EA Status Update

a Site Comparison Methodology

* Criteria for Determining
In-Scope Issues

Public Information Update

Dan Egan

Bob Wunderlich

Parviz Esmailzadeh
(Borik)

Bill McIntosh

4:30 - 5:00 p.m. Don Keller
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Wednesday, November 16 - Conference Room G

9:00 - 9:30 a.m. Technical Information Data Bev Rawles
Base Update Matt Golis

9:30 - 10:00 a.m. Status of Architect/Engineer Dick Kingsley

10:00 - 11:00 a.m. Presentation by NRC Hub Miller

11:00 - 11:30 a.m. Discussion

11:30 - 1:30 p.m. States Caucus, Lunch

1:30 - 2:00 p.m. States' Response

2:00 - 3:30 p.m. Discussion

3:30 - 5:00 p.m. Open time for scheduling individual
sessions with NPO, ONWI staff
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

OArE OCT2 51383 memorandum
AEPLY TO

T T TN OF RW-1

*SUBJECT Activation of the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management

TO See Distribution

On September 27, 1983, the Secretary approved the activation and initial
organization of the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM).

A copy of the approved organization is attached. Actions are now underway to
transfer all civilian radioactive waste management responsibilities from the
temporary Nuclear Waste Policy Act Project Office to OCRWM.

I have also attached, for your information, the approved routing symbols for
the new organization and a listing of key personnel. A copy of an interim
telephone directory will be provided as soon as it becomes available.

* Please direct any questions on the new organization to Earold E. Brandt,
Acting Director, Management Division, on 252-5399.

Robert L. Morgan
Acting Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management

Attachments

__ . __



Office of Geologic Repository Deployment
Sp

I Associate Director

I Deputy I R. Stein (A) ..,

,.,

I
I

Program Management
Division

J.J. Fiore (A)

Engineering -
and Licensing

Division
M.U. Yrel (A)

I
Geoscianco and

Technology Division
C.H. Conlev (A'I)

II
EIg.itirnng A
Iin~~~~~~uL~~~~j~~~~.i~~~~L.U~~~~~L~~~~m..mm~~~~~~~u ~~I

* Prvd DaVy-TO-Day
Contactl/inleroce with
GAD Project Ollaice

* Provide GllD policy
Guidance. Oversight.
Coordination. and Control
of Field Offices
INWIP, NNWSI. ONWI,
OCRI

* Prepare Budget Guidance
for Field O es/Roview
/Monilor Field Otfice
Budgel/Manpoweu Needso
Exmpendituru

* Pelicipale In Preparatlon
of Budget Subrnittal/
Coordinwe GR6 Portlon of
PPU ActisWltm

* Manage GRD MSA Activities
* Overse Intanutional

Actvltie
* Develop Overel 61D Prcgern

Plan end Strategis
* PupalUpde IHepoelotoy

Prqoec Decision Schedule
SoPrepoi GR1 Portione of

Alwml 1loport/Mieloo Pan.
* Menage Technical

Suppor Conus cto

*H OvIew/Monilor Exploratory
ShalI/floposllwyl Design/
Construction/OpetaUon

* Overooe/Coodillnla
Engineering Testing fow
Repository Design/LUconslng

* Coordinate Development and
Use of Test Facilities

* Manage Evaluation of Noed/
Scopu/Us. of Teso Facilities

* Roviow/Monltor TEF Dosign,
Construction and Operation

* Manage/Coordinhte GRP
SaInley/uality Aseurencol
Standards

* Coordinate NIC License App4
cation/tDocumentationv
Records

o Devolop Waste Form Package
Accoptancel Emplacement Spoe

C Manallo GIRD Splsms Engineeing
Blasline Documenta/.SYselM
Control

* Manage/Coordnte Waite
Systems Coet/Reposltory/
Enaineerinl/Economice Studb

* Maintain Liaison With
Transportation Activities
of TiC end Storage end System
* Development.

o Maintain U Isn Wth OPINE

* Coordinate Delopment and
Updates of Silt Charactatizellon
Plans for GAD Projects

• Management NHO Roviow of
SCP's. Including Us.
ol Poor Review Consultant

* Establish and Maintain
Liaison With USGS.

* Coordinate and Oversee Al I
Surfce-fased Gaohydrologla
said Goochomical Testing
and Data Analysea.

* Coordinate and Overse Roclk
Propenlis Testing and
Assomants of Site
Toclonics Plow!"li.

* Coordinate Nelopmant and
Imptamentallon of Al-Depth
Testing Plogram In The
Exploralory Shalt.

* Oversee/Coordinate 6GR0
Syslotm Performance
Assessment Methodology

* Manage Subeeabod Program

* DevolopAppty No,-Goosclonce
Guidelines to Ste ScrWig
and Seection

* Coordinate Required
Documents for Site
NominalorReo
e.g.. EA`.

* Coordinate Siting fa
Second Repository

* Establish Maintain Llow
with EPA. CECLtridPQi

* Coordinate 0RD Intflace
%vwith States/Local Govermntsa
Indian Tribee

e Coordinate Public Hearingsl
Mool#Vsp tog GRD

* Coordoing GRD W Acquaison
Devlop/Manae a C&C Reoord nd
Document Splstn

* Cooodinatel/eview Sock-
economic Irnwacta/PerichP*
In Slate Mitllation Plan

* Coordinate Response to
. Inqukles, on GAD Progrn
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Office of Storage and Stystems Development

R.ll. Bauer

K.A. Klein (A)

I

I
I

rnote Systems
Development

DIvISIon

* Deveop Overul MisslonIRde of MRS; Stn Stretagy. Ron
Needs/Coordineate ROD Plan

* Coordimve/Mamen Preparation of MRS Proposal, Slect MRS
* Concept ft Desin

* OveruselMsnage MRS Construction Plmnning
* Coordinate MRS-Reluted NEPA Requirements
* Partlcipate In FIS Fee Study and Report to Con.rew
* Coordinate Detsmnnstion of FIS Need.
* Plan/Administer DeignlDeptoyment of F1S CpcIt
;* Plan/Coowdinate FIS Facility Sifing/Comttfctlon

* Pban/Adminixtef Generic RODP, 300 mt and At-reactor
Dornonstidtion Proogram

* Etblith/Mointuln Ls>on With NRC EPA and CEO
* Participate In Developnent/AdmInlstratlon of COC Agruesmnt1

Impact Grants
* Coordinate Interftce Requirements wt Stas /Loc Gowmnwftf

j . Indian bes
* Coordinate hPlidk Het nlMeelingsIc Coordinate Land Acqubition

i * Provide General Program Pollcy Gu anelOvrught/CIoordInetion for
I Fhed rqOect OYHkw
* DeveltopDirect Program for DOE Acceptancelmmnhgement of

Low-Laval Wate Site.
S.

* Manage/overse Waste System Des Inidtat
Oselmeneo e Waste Pacloagelstorso and t rt
Point ot Acceptance by Repository

* Pedrorm Technical Liaison Iith UtieWe Reatino bWat
Pacikaing and "andlin"

* Plen/Anslyrallnlegrate SNF end HLW Trron tullo Se*se
Perform External Liaison

* Menevo/Cootlinate RequIrents for trctn ru e
.. Operations

aEncourge/Coordiate tltluton of Prtvts ecto Tumtatia
Sevces

a Plhn/Manage NFS Demonstratbon Program.
^ Act as Focal Point for International Coopervon Pogms
a Participate In Development of OCRWM Mission Plan e Annual Red
* 4Participate In Preparation of Budget S~brnftts;Coor Store _

Systema Development Part of IPPH Actvitlee
* Palielpiste In neveloptrient of overal Milesone Mn Schdules: rome

Milestone Control for Stoage and Systems Developent ActivIdt
a Paicipate In Development of MSA Ptin
* Plan/Oversee Technical Contractor Suppod Rewrast



OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADICACTIE WASTE MANAGEMENT

INSTITUTIONAL FELATIONS STAFF

The OCRwM Institutional Relations Staff has primary

responsibility for the oevelcpment, analysis, coordination and

lnteGratlon of OCRWM institutional and external relations

policy. The specific functions of the Staff are to:

o Ientify institutional relations policy issues.

o Recommend ano monitor implementation of OCRhM policy and
schedules for institutional and exteinal relations.

o Mcnitor all aspects of the Civilian Radioactive Waste

manaGement Program ana provide an early warning system to

ensure that significant institutional relations problems

are recognized at an early stage, that appropriate

OCRhMIDCE staffs are In a position to take timely action,

and that institutional relaticns Issues are nct adcressed

in an overlapping or conflicting fashion.

o Coorcinate intra-OCRWh. Interactions with Congressional

staffs, state goverrments, national organizations ano other

Federal agencies.

o Coorcinate international activities for OCR*.; interact

with the Office of the Assistant Secretary for

-International Affairs.

.. ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ . :: 4.



o Provide policy gudanrce, direction and control to the

Associate Directors to ensure that their activities are

properly focussed, paced and Integrated Into the overall

Civilian Radioactive waste Management Program ano support

fully the mission and objectives of the Departrent ano the

policies of the Secretary.

O Provloe policy guidance to Field Offices In loplementating

major aecisions beyono the scope of the cay-to-cay

authority of the Associate Directors.

,.; .. *...



o Prepare and coordinate Cor~resslonal testimony and
rescp'ses to Crgressional questions and inquiries and
write and edit spedees.

o Coordinate OCRWM press and media relations; prepare and
coordinate fact sheets and public Information materials;
and, coorbinats with the Office of the Assistant Secretary
for Congressional, Intenovernmental and Public Affairs.

o Maintain informatIon rzfererce libraly anc oevelop and
maintain external infornation sousce lists.
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OFFICE OF ClVXLIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGENENT

OFFIC£ OF PANASEWNT

The Office of Panagement has primary responsibility within

OCFkM for the proper management and admistratlon of the Nuclear

waste Funo ant Interim Storage.Funo. Fund management

zesponsitilities Include activities relateo to fee collection

ano payment procedures, establishment of methods for review and

the actual perf ormarce of an annual review to determine fee

ecequacy, management of contracts for disposal and interim

sterage services, preparation and execution of OCRWM budgets,

fund control and accounting activities, management of

infcrm.atlon and oata systems, and provision of management

sLPport services to ODMWM. In accition, the Office manages and

cotrtinates a series of analytic studies, planninang
proGrarmirr activities, and reports that cut across

organizational lines, such as the study of Alternative means of
Financing, the FPb system, anc preparation ana sutzission of
OCRP.'s Mission Flan and Annual Report to the CoNrress, as
mancatec by P.L. 57-425. The Office is oranizeo as follows:

o FinarcE Dlvision,

o Operations Division, and

- - -. Q. M anageent Division.
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CFFICE CF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

FINANCE DIVISION

The Finance Division is responsible within OCRWM for the

management of all budgeting, accounting and auditing activities

related to the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Program,

and specifically for the administration of the Nuclear Waste

Funo, Interim Storage Funo and all other accounts associated

with the program.

The Division performs the follocing specific functions:

o Coorcinate preparation, Justification, submission,

presentation and oefense of OCRwM budgets.

o Coorainate execution of OCRhM bucgets; establish ano

maintain financial controls.

.3
o Analyze the financial impact of new and/or pencing

legislation on OCRWM programs and resources.

o Perform program financial ano cost analyses.

o In cooraination with the Controller anc cther appropriate

organizations, oevelop ano administer fee collection and

payment procedures, and verify utility fee payments.

:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
o In coomoination with the Controller, develop ano coordinate

borrowirg and investment strategies for the Nuclear Waste

ano Interim Storage Funds.

o Assist the Controller in developing and acministering

accounting procedures and reports. In concert with the

Controller, oevelcp program reporting requirements.
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o Determine audit requirements and direct the performance of

the audit function.

o Coordinate with DM Controller's Office, DOE IG, "E,

Department of the Treasury, Congressional comtimittees and
staffs, OCRWM staff and OCRWM field offices in performance

of functions.

.. . .
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OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADICACTIM WASTE HANAGEHENT

OPERATIONS DIVISION

The Operations Division Is responsible for the direction of

operational planning for OCRM as a whole, contract management

ano procurement support activities; fee verification and

acjustment; overall data collection, analysis and validation

activities pezformed by EIA, GCOM's and other contractors,,

inclucinr administration of the integrateo data base (IDS) for

sPent fuel; and revenue and cost analyses.

The Civisicei performs the fcllowing specific furctions:

o Coorcinate preparation and upeatjng of the OCRMi.?.ission
Plan.

o Ccoroinate GCCRm's participation in the planning,

programming and bucgeting (PPS) process. 3
o CoorCinate review of, zno comments on, laboratory

Institutional plans, the National Energy Policy Plan

(NEFF), and other similar plannirt documents.

o Coorcinate development, execution ant management of

contracts for oisposal anc interim storage services,

requests for interim storage services, contract

modifications and aeviations; provide assistance with

contract support services tor OCRh'M.

: -: ;.



o Interface with utilities re contractual obigations;
collect anr analyze data relating to disposal/storage
contracts; coormlnste preparation of spent fuel acceptance
priority ratings ana aelivery commitnent schedules.

o Manage support contracts for fee verification and fee
adequacy analyses; perform quality assurance function for
fee administration activities.

O Develcp annual revenue projections for the Nuclear Waste
and Interim Storage Funds, analyze program cost
projections, ano integrate all data in evaluating the
adequacy of the fees, as appropriate, to ensure full cost
recovery; prepare annual reports to the Congress on the
aoequacy and establistment of fees.

o Perform tedhnical ano economic analyses relative to the
appropriateness of existing fee structures and contract
provisions anc propose acjustments as neeoec.

O Perform analyses of economic grohth vis-s-vis nuclear
electricity loac growth to project, on a full cost recovery
basis, whether sufficient revenues will be realized to
cover the life cycle cost of disposal anc storage.

O Manage the Integrated data base (IDS) for spent fuel.

o tocorinate interactions with State Putlic Utility
Commissions (PLC's), providing sworn testimony In formal
proceedings to support rate making.

O Cooroinate with-DOE GC, MA, EIA, DP, NE, NRC, FERC, EPA,
OTA ano OMB In performance of. functions.
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OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE %MAEMENT

MANAGE"ENT DIVISION

The Management Division is responsible within OCRWM for all
management planning and management support activities that cut

across programmatic areas and issues. It coordinates the

development of all resource requirements, other than the

formulation of budgets. The Division also provices centralized

management sipport services in the areas of organization 1
planning; staffing; management information systems; mail,

ccrresPGnOirce and classified Cocuments control; and general
actrinIstration; and coorcinates preparation and submission of

the Annual Report to the Congress on the activities and

expenditures of OCRWM.
-j

The Division performs the following specific functions:

o Develop organization analyses and plans, including marpower

allocation and distribution and skill and grace mixes.

o Develop management analyses, plans, reports ano statistics

in support of OCRWM operations, including development and

upoating of plans for the management of the Nuclear Waste

and Interim Storage Funds.
- ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

a Conoict/coordinate special analytic or management studies;
e.g. the study of alternative means of financing.

:.-. .j
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.. o Prepare and coocdinate monthly activity reposts and reports

_ to the Wthte txuse on significant activities.

o Cooroinate OCRM-wide preparation and submission of the

.Annual Report to the Congsess on the activities and

expenditures of OCRwM.

o Develop and reccmmend admInistrative pclicies and

proceoures for the organization.

a Develop and maintain an integratec management Information

system (PIS); oetermine and support acquisition of common

harmware.
r-.

o Previce personnel management support, including interface

with. ttid. DOE Personnel Office on staffing, classification

and the personnel security program.

r o Provide facilities, office space, telecommunicatIons, ano

office services support.

o Provide correspondence control and mail distribution

services, records management, and international travel.'

o Provide centzalizeo classified cocuments control.

: Coordinate with MA, DP, Secretariat, 0R4, OMB, ano ORsWM

field offices in performance of functions.

*;s
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OFFIC OF CIVILIAN RAO1DACTIVE WASTE MANAG&EDNT

OFFIEF OF
GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY DEPLOYMENT

The Office of Geolcgic Pepository Deployment has primary 3
rewonsibillty within OCRWM for site screening ano

characterization of both existing and potential geologic 1
repository sites; preliminary and final site selection; cesign

ano construction of exploratory shafts; evaluation of I
regulatory requirements; aesign, oevelopment, licensing,
construction, cperation ano cecow.issloning ot minec geologic |

repositories; oesign, develepment, siting, licensing,

construction ano operation of a test-and-evaluation facility 3
(TEF); management of RU&D activities for both repositories ana

other means of permanent aisposal; ano management and.-|

cocroination of safety, quality assurance and standaros

activities for the geologic repository deployment sub-program.

In carrying out its functions, the Office interacts, develops

agreements, ano coorcinates Its activities with state and local J

governments, Indian tribal councils, other Feceral agencies,

anc GOE fielo offices. The Office is organizeo as follows: j

o Project Ponagement Division,

o Engineerirg ano Licensing Division,

o Geoscierces ano Technology Division, and

o Siting Division.



OFFIE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGENET1

PROGRA MANACENENT DIVISION

The Program Mnagement Division provides program policy

guicarce, overtight, cordination and control of field project

office activities for the geologic repository sub-program. It

is responsible for day-to-cay contact and interaction with the

project offices In the proper allocation of resources,

management and tracking of activities, program plans,

strategies afc scheoules. The Division also prepares geologic

repositry portions of recuirec reports and plans, coorcinates

international activities relatec to the geologic repository

ceployment sub-program, ana mana;es the Office's technical

support contractor.

The specific functions of the Division are to:

o Provioe cay-to-cay contact anc interface with geologic
repcsitory deployment field project offices.

o Provide program policy guicance, oversight, coordination
anC control of field project office activities (EWIP,
NWS51, 0G'I, OC).

o Prepare buaget guiaance for field project offices and
review ano monitor fielo project office budget ano marpower
neeos and status of expenditures.

O Participate In preparation of internal DCE, OHE and
Congressional buoget submittals and coordinate geologic
repository deployment portion of PPB activities.



o Manage cevelOpment, Lpdating and trackirg of activities

designateO MSA status within the geologic repository

Deployment sub-program.

o Oversee and maintain cogndzarce of 1nternational activities

relateo to the geologic repository deployment sub-program.

o Develop overall program plans and strategies for the

geologic repository deployment sub-program.

o Prepare and Lpoate GRD portions of the Mission Plan and

participate in preparation of OCRiW-wlde Mission Plan. 1

o Prepare and Lpdate, as needed, a project decision scheoule

leaoing to geologic repository eperation. I

o Prepare portions of the OCRWM Annual Report covering the

GD sub-program. 1

o Manage heaCdwarters technical support contractor.

.7
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OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

ENGINEERING AND LICENSING DIVISION

The Engineering and Licensing Division provides management,

coordination and review of engineering, design, construction

and operation activities for the geologic repository deployment

sut-program. The DlvIsion also manages and coordinates systems

engineerirM, performance and cost studies and maintains liaison

with the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs

and the Associate Director for :: Storage and Systems

Development.

The specific functions of the Division are to:

o Review ana mornItor exploratory shaft and repository design,

construction and operation activities.

O Oversee anc cocrcinate engineering testing activities in

sLpport of repository design and licensing requirements.

o Coorcinate development and use of test facilities.

o Manage evaluation of need for, scope, and use of test

facilities.

-D Review and monitor test and evaluation- facility design,

construction and operation activities.

O Manage and coordinate geologic repository oeployment
sub-program safety, quality assurance and standards
activities.



o Coordinate NRC license applicatIon/sLpporting dCocumentation

and records system.

o Develop waste form, package acceptance and enplacement

specifications.

o Review and monitor waste package design, development and

testing activities.

o Manage geologic repository deployment systems ergineerirg

baseline occLaients and baseline control system.

o manage and coorCinate waste system cost studies and

repository engineering ano econcmlc studies.

o Maintain liaison with trans ortation activities of the

Transportation Technology Canter and the Office of the

Associate Dlrector for Storage and Systems Development.

o Maintain liaison with the Oftices of the Assistant

Secretaries for Defense Programs and Nuclear Energy

regarcing waste forms ano potential disposal.

:1
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OFFICE CIVILlAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE HMNAGEMENT

GEOSCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY DIVISION

The Geosclences and Technology Division provides oversight,

cooraination and management for site characterization plans,

geotycrologic, geodhemical, rock properties and site tectonics

testing and assessments. The Division also coordinates the

at-cepth testing program, maintains liaison with USGS, manages

evaluations of alternative oisposal options and is responsible

for repository system performance assessment.

The Tecific functions of the Division are to:

o Coorainate oevelopment and upoating of site

dcaracterization plans for geologic repository aeployment

projects.

o Manage Heacquarters reviews of site characterization plans,
ircludirg the use of peer review consultants.

o Establish and maintain liaison with the U.S. Geological

: Survey.

o Cooroinate and oversee all surface-based geohycrologic and
geochemical testirg and data analyses.

O Coordinate and oversee rock propertles testirn and
assessments of site tectonics properties.



o Cooroinate development and inplementation of the at-Ccpth

testing program In the exploratory shaft.

o Oversee and comzdinate repository system performance

assessment methodology, develrpment and implementation.

o Oversee and maintain cognizance of the sub-seated program.

, .
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OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIV WASTE. MANAGEMNT

SITING DIVISION

The Sit-r - - Division manages the develpment and

aplication of site screening- guicelines, coordinates

preparation of all required documents, interfaces with States,

local governments end Indian tribes End participates in

socloeconomic impact mitigation plannirg. The Division also

proviaces liaison with other Federal agencies in the sitirg

process ano manages a consultation ano cooperation and

licensirg record and document system.

The specific functions of the Division are to:

O Oevelop non-gecsclerce sitinr guicelines and apply thiem

throughout the site screeninr anc selection process.

O Cocrolnate the preparation and review of NhPA-required

oocuments in support of site nomination ano recommenoation;

e.g., environmental assessments.

o Cooxcinate preparation ano revieu of environmental impact

statements requirec in support of the selection of the

first and secono repository sites.

o Coordinate the selection of potentially acceptable sites

for the second repository.

o Establish and maintain liaison with other Federal agencies:

(EPA, CEM, anc 00I).



o Coordinate geologic repository deployment activities with
states, lccal governments and Inolan tribes, as required.

o Coordinate public hearirgs and Meetirns for geologic
repositozy ceployrent sub-program.

o Oevelcp and manage a consultation and coceraticn and
licensirg record and document system.

o Coordinate and review socioeconomic Fmpact studies of
repositoMy sitir and participate with states in the
development of socioeconomic impact mitigation plans.

o Coco20nate the preparation anc review of reponses to
inquiries about the geologic repository deployment
sub-program status ane plans fromf. states, the public ana
Congressional sour es.

* .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*
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OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

OFFICE OF

S13RASE AND SYSTEMS DEELDPItNT

The Office of Storage anc Systems Development has primary

responsibility within OCRkM for the Implementation of Subtitles

E ano C, Title I, ano Sections 218 and 220, Title II, P.L.

97-425, and other ictivities-related to the interim or
long-term storage of SNF and MLh, including waste packaging,

handlir;tfanC transportation technologies. Major projects

irclude provision of any needed Federal interim storage

facilities and preparation of a Congressionally mandated

proposal for the construction of one or more Monitored

Retrievable Storage (MRS) facilities for long-term storage of

HLW and WF as a backup capability for mineo geologic

repositorIes, SNF storage and dilSosal, international

cooperation programs and aevelopment of packaging and

transportation systems. The Offlce also encourages and

expedites, through a joint aemonstration program and R&D

efforts, civilian at-reactor storage of SNF, and assists in

licensing various ShF storage options.

The Office is reponsitle for providing storage to a limit of

1,900 metric tons upon NRC oetezmination of the neec for

Federal storage facilities. Development of this capability

entails planning stucies, site ioentification, facility design

and aevelopment, licensing interactions, and consultations with7
field offices, state 8no local governments, Indian tribes, and

other interested parties. The Office is responslble for
planning ana submitting to Cngress a propesal with
site-specific designs for MRS facilities. Upon Congressional
approval to construct one or more MS facilities,



the Office is responsible for proceeding with site selection,

licensing, preparation of an environmental impact statement,
and facility construction and eperation. The Office also

plans, coozoinates and administers, up to the point of
acceptance by the repositozy, OCE's responsibilities for waste
padcage, storage and transportation activities for civilian
nuclear wastes. The Office is organized as follows:

o Storage Division, and

o Waste Systems Development Division. ]

.. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4
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o Coordinate international cooperation activities for storage

and systems development sub-progrem.

o Participate in development of OCRWM Mission Plan..

a Participate In preparation of' internal DM,, M6 and

Corgressional budget submittals; coordinate storage end

systems development sub-program part of PP activities.

o Participate in preparation of OCRWMl Anniual Report.

o Participate in development of overall milestones and

schedules; provide milestone control for storage and

systems development sub-program.

o Participate in development of PISA Plan.

o Plan and oversee technical contractor support requirements.

a maintain and. monitor closed low-level radioactive waste

sites.
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OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

STORACE DIVISION

The Storage Division planscoordinates and oversees all

activities relating to the provision of any Monitored

Retrievable Storage (MRS) and Federal Interim Storage (FIS)

facilities for high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear

fuel, as mandated by subtitles B and C, Title I, and Section

220, Title II, P.L. 97-425.

The specific functions of the Division are to:

o Develop overall mission and role of MRS.

o Select MRS concept and aesign.

o Develop MRS siting strategy.

o Determine R&D needs for MRS and coordinate R&D plan for

submission to Congress.

o Oversee ano manage MRS construction planning.

o Coordinate MRS-related NEPA requirements and preparation of

manoated supporting cocuments.

o Participate in development of interim storage fee study and

report to Congress. ,

o Coordinate determination and analysis of FIS needs.

. . . . . . ..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-



OFFFlM OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIV WASTE MANAhGENT

UASTE SYSIEBS DEELOCPENT IDIVISIN

The sste Systenfs Development Divislon coorinates eno manages

Imulementation of DOE resonsitIlItles for the transstatiBon
of spent nuclear fuel uncer Section 137, Title I, ano the spent
fuel R&Z activities maniated by Section 218, Title 11 ef P.L.
~7.425.

The specific furctions of the Division are to:

o Manage anc oversee waste systems oeslgn Initiative.

o Ovessee and manage OCRM waste package, storage ana

transpcrt responslilities to the point of acceptance by

the repository.

o Perform technical liaison with utilities relating to waste
packaging and hanolirn.

o Plan, analyze ena Integrate SNF and KWt transzcrtation

reculrements; perform external liaison.

o Coordinate requirements for transportation equipment arm

operations.

O Encourage arn coorinate utilization of the private sector

- In the provision of transportation services.

O Manage and coordinate storage ano systems development

subrpogram safety, Quality assurance anc stanoaros
activities.

o Plan and manage the NFS cemonstration pograir..
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OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIYE WASTE MANAGEMENT

RW-1
RW-2
RW-3

RW-10
RW-11
RW- 12
RW-13
RW-14

director
Deputy Director

Director of Institutional Relations

OFFICE OF HANAGEENT

Associate Director
Deputy Associate Director

Director of Finance
Director of Operations
Director of Management

OFFICE OF GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY DEPLOYMENT

Associate Director
Deputy Associate Director

Director of Program Management
Director of Engineering and Licensing
Director of Geosciences and Technology
Director of Siting

:- -: OFFICE OF STORAGE AND SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

Associate Director
Deputy Associate Director

Director of Storage
Director of Waste Systems

RW-20
RW-21
RW-22
RW-23
RW-24
RW-25

RW- 30
RW- 31
RW- 32
RW- 33
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AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE BLOCKS

Director's Office

1. Robert L. Morgan
Acting Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

2. Michael J. Lawrence
Acting Deputy Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

3. John 0. McElvey
Acting Director
Institutional Relations Staff
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management

Associate Directors

4. Robert H. Bauer
Associate Director
Storage and.Systems

Developmen't - '

6. J. William Bennett
Acting Associate Director
Geologic Repository
Deployment

8. Robert M. Rosselli
Acting Associate Director
Management

5. Keith A. Klein
Acting Deputy Associate
Storage and Systems
Development

7. Ralph Stein
Acting Deputy Associate
Geologic Repository
Deployment

9. Howard F. Perry
Acting Deputy Associate
Management

Director

Director

Direct,.:

Division Directors

Office of Geologic Repository'Deployment

10. James J. Fiore
Acting Director
Program Management Division
Office of Geologic Repository

Deployment

12. Carl R. Cooley
Acting-Director
Geosciences & Technology Division
Office of Geologic Repository

Deployment

11. Mark W. Frei
Acting Director
Engineering & Licensing Division
Office of Geologic Repository

Deployment

13. Ellison S. Burton
Acting Director
Siting Division
Office of Geologic Repository

Deployment
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Office of Management

14. John E. Yanoski
Acting Director
Finance Division
Office of Management

15. Charles R. Head
Acting Director
Operations Division
Office of Management

16. Harold H. Brandt
Acting Director
Management Division
Office of Management
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OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAG94ENT

OFFICE OF THE DIREC7MR

The Office of the DIrector, OCRWM, Is the DOE cofponent charged

with implementation of the Nuclear waste Policy Oct. P. L.

97.4 25. Its mission is to provide for the development of
repositories for' the oisposal of hig-level radioactive waste

and wsent nuclear fuel, Inclucirg the devel pment of interim

storage capabilities prior to the availability of a repository
for pezManent disposal, in a manner that fully protects the

public health and safety ano Is In accoroance with the W#PA of

l5S2.

The Office oischarges its responsibilities through an

Institutional Rlatlons Staff anc three Offices, headeo by

Associate Directors, as follows:

o Office of Mnagement,

o Office of Geologic Repository Deployment, End

o Office of Storage and Systems Development.

The specific functions of the Director's Office are to:

o Provioc overall policy recommencatlons to the Office of the

Secretary relating to the Civilian RaCloactive Waste

Mtnagement Program.

o Ensure that the overall direction and pace of the Program

proceec as mancated by P.L. 97-425.
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Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management C..

Director
Olfica of Civilian

Radioactive Waste
Management

Deputy Director

R. L. Moran (A)

M. J. Lawrence (A)
,

I

Director
Institutional

Relations Staff

J1. 0. McElvey (A)

.

a

AsoIaeDrco I
_

II I

'I

I
*.I

I: I

Associate Director
Management

R. M. Rouselli (A)

Associate Director
Geologic Repository

Deployment

J. W. Bqnnott IA),

Associate Director
Storage and

Systems
Development

R. H. Bauar

* Identity Institutional
relations issues

* Coordinate intergovernwmntal
relations

* Coordinate press & media
relations

* Coordinate financial
management

* Evaluate (go adequacy
* Provide managment

support
* Coordinate OCRWM

mission plan

* Screen and select sites
* Design/construct/

operate repositories
* Manage RD&D for

repositories
* Conduct test &

evalualion activities

* Demonstrate spent fuel
storage technologies

* Provide any needed FIS ' B
*Coordinate proposal forlmanagement of MRS
* Manage waste package and

transportation systems
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Distribution:

Manager, Chicago Operations Office
Manager, Columbus Program Office
Manager, Nevada Operations Office
Manager, Richland Operations Office
Manager, Idaho Operations Office
Manager, Albuquerque Operations Office
Manager, Oak Ridge Operations Office
Administrator, Energy Information Administration
Assistant Secretary for Management and Administration
Assistant Secretary for Environmental Protection,

Safety and Emergency Preparedness
Assistant Secretary for Congressional, Intergovernmental and

Public Affairs
General Counsel
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NOTES FOR 11/15-16/83 STATE MEETING

MISSION PLAN

Preliminary draft of Mission Plan being prepared by DOE-HQ. Version p oduced

An early October was not considered of requisite quality. A redraft was

prepared in early November and .;s under continued development. This draft

will be reviewed by DOE management this week and, if acceptable, would be

provided to the states as early as the first of December

GUIDELINES

Guidelines are now being discussed with the Secretary's office. All state

issue2 have been identified. All 'etters from States -were in the packages

sent to the Secretary. Baseu on the review of these, several outstanding

issues remain and are expected to be resolved this week. Transmittal to the

NRC is expected late this week or early next week. hesponses to the states

letters transmitted at the end of August and early September have been

prepared, and subject to final agreement on the guidelines, these will be sent

to the states in the same time frame.



SCHEDULE

l

Planning Schedule for FY-84

Draft EA 4/84

8/84Final EA

-.t

Nomination

Recommendation

8-9/84

1/85 ./85

Presidential Approval

Shaft Start

3/85 *

5-9/86

3/85

9/86

Complete Shaft 2/88-10/88 2/88-10/88

EIS/Site Recommendation 1990 1990



STAFFING STATUS

Newt NPO Staff

Dr. Ted Taylor, Manager, Institutional, Environmental and Socioeconomic

Division

Jay Jones, Geologist, Permian Basin

Gordon Appel, Geologist. Paradox Basin

Folly Doyl4e, Geologist, Permian Basin (Emergency Temporary)

Harley Youngmeyer, Budget Specia'ist, General Support

Lou Parys, Contract Specialist, General Support

Additional Staff Items

M. Lawrence will be leaving to join Secretary's Office on December 1, 1983.

Organization Package for DOE/HQ has been approved and promulgated.



ANNUAL MEETING

.'..I

Agenda finalized

Define any needs for special meetings during the annual meeting.

GRANTS

LA - Grant under review to be approved in early December

TX - Grant in place, no additional action received

UT - Grant in place, no additional action received

MS - Grant in place, no additional action received
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SUBCHAPTER F - RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAMS

PART 191 - ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS FOR MANAGEMENT AND

DISPOSAL OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL, HIGH-LEVEL AND TRANSURANIC RADIOACTIVE

WASTES

Major Changes in this Working Draft from the Proposed Rule (47 FR 58196):

(1) The definition of "high-level waste" has been changed-reflecting
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA) and comments received from the
Department of Energy (DOE).

(2) The applicability of Subpart A has been limited to facilities
licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The Agency expects to
rely upon standards being developed under the Clean Air Act for the
equivalent DOE facilities.

(3) Two of the proposed assurance requirements (191.14(a) and (f) in
the proposed rule] have been deleted because passage of the NWPA removes the
need for them.

(4) An assurance requirement has been added [191.15(b)] that calls for
long-term monitoring after disposal-reflecting comments from the States and
the Science Advisory Board (SAB) review.

(5) The proposed assurance requirement to keep releases "as small as
reasonably achievable" has been reduced in scope and focused only on the
site selection process established by the NWPA [191.15(e)]. The new wording
reflects comments from the States and the S&B review.

(6) A new term, "Major Sources of Groundwater," has been added
(191.12(h)] to identify underground formations that: (a) are within
2,500 feet of the surface; (b) contain water with less that 10,000 mg/liter
of total dissolved solids; and (c) can provide a sustained yield of more
than 20 gallons per minute of water.

(7) A new requirement limiting potential exposures to individuals who
use groundwater from "major sources of groundwater" during at least the
first 1,000 years after disposal has been added (191.13].

(8) The definition of "accessible environment" has been changed to
reflect the NRC's definition of "controlled area" (which has also been
added) and to iake the "accessible environment" concept more protective for
"major sources of groundwater."

*AJJ.J.J..LA J FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES **.J...........
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(9) The numerical release limits used for the containment requirements
have been adjusted to reflect comments received from the SAB review.

.In

(10) The proposed procedural requirements [191.15 in the proposed
rule] have been expanded and made more explicit to address implementation
concerns expressed by the NRC and WOE, and they have been recast into a
"Guidance for Implementation" section (191.161 patterned after the inactive
mill tailings standards (40 CFR 192).

* i

--:

.1

.,1

.1
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SUBCHAPTER F - RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAMS

PART 191 - ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS FOR MANAGEMENT AND

DISPOSAL OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL, HIGH-LEVEL AND TRANSURANIC RADIOACTIVE

WASTES

191.01

191.02

191.03

191.04

191.05

Subpart A - Environmental Standards for Management and Storage

Applicability

Definitions

Standards for Normal Operations

Variances for Unusual Operations

Effective Date

191.11

191.12

191.13

191.14

191.15

191.16

191.17

Appendix

Subpart B - Environmental Standards for Disposal

Applicability

Definitions

Groundwater Protection Requirements

Long-Term Containment Requirements

Assurance Requirements

Guidance for Implementation

Effective Date

A Tables for Part 191

AUTHORITY: The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended; Reorganization Plan

No. 3 of 1970; and the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.

**********e** FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES ..........
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SUBPART A - ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS FOR MANAGEMENT AND STORAGE

191.01 Applicability

This Subpart applies to radiation doses received by members of the

public as a result of the management (except for transportation) and storage 1
of spent nuclear fuel, high-level, or transuranic radioactive wastes at

facilities regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Coimisasion, to the extent

that these operations are not subject to the provisions of Part 190 of

Title 40.

191.02 Definitions

Unless otherwise indicated in this Subpart, all terms shall have the

same meaning as in Subpart A of Part 190.

(a) "Commission" means the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

(b) "Administrator" means the Administrator of the Environmental

Protection Agency.

(c) "Agreement State" means any State with which the Commission or the

Atomic Energy Commission has entered into an effective agreement under

subsection 274b of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (68 Stat. 919).

(d) "Spent nuclear fuel" means any nuclear fuel removed from a nuclear

reactor after it has been irradiated.

(e) "High-Level radioactive wastes," as used in this Part, means any

of the following: (1) spent nuclear fuel if disposed of without reprocessing;

(2) the highly radioactive materials resulting from the reprocessing of

spent nuclear fuel (including liquid waste produced directly in reprocessing

FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES r
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and any solid material derived from such liquid waste) that contain either

fission products or transuranic radionuclides in concentrations greater than

those identified in Table 1 (Appendix A), except for materials that the

Commission has approved by rule for disposal in accordance with

10 CFR Part 61 or that Agreement States have approved for disposal through

regulations the Commission has found to be consistent with 10 CFR Part 61;

(3) other highly radioactive materials that the Commission, consistent with

existing law, determines by rule requires permanent isolation; and (4) other

highly radioactive materials from atomic energy defense activities that the

Department of Energy determines require permanent isolation.

(f) "Transuranic wastes," as used in this Part, means wastes

containing more than 100 nanocuries of alpha-emitting transuranic isotopes,

with half-lives greater than twenty years, per gram of waste, except for

materials that the Commission has approved for disposal in accordance with

10 CFR Part 61 or that Agreement States have approved for disposal through

regulations the Commission has found to be consistent with 10 CFR Part 61.

(g) "Storage" means placement of radioactive wastes with planned

capability to readily retrieve such materials.

(h) "Management and storage" means any activity, operation, or

process, except for transportation, conducted to prepare spent nuclear fuel,

high-level or transuranic radioactive wastes for storage or disposal, the

storage of any of these materials, or activities associated with the

disposal of these materials.

(i) "General environment" means the total terrestrial, atmospheric,

and aquatic environments outside sites within which any activity, operation,

i*********** FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES A
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or process associated with the management and storage of spent nuclear fuel,

high-level or transuranic radioactive wastes is conducted.

(j) "Member of the public" means any individual who is not engaged in

operations involving the management, storage, and disposal of materials

covered by these standards. A worker so engaged is a member of the public

except when on duty at a site.

191.03 Standards for Normal Operations X

Operations covered by this Subpart should be conducted so as to reduce

exposures to members of the public to the extent reasonably achievable,

taking into account technical, social, and economic considerations. As an

upper limit, except for variances in accordance with 191.04, these operations

shall be conducted in such a manner as to provide reasonable assurance that

the combined annual dose equivalent to any member of the public due to:

(a) operations covered by Part 190, (b) planned discharges of radioactive

material to the general environment from operations covered by this Subpart,

and (c) direct radiation from these operations; shall not exceed 25 millirems

to the whole body, 75 millirems to the thyroid, or 25 millirems to any other

organ.

191.04 Variances for Unusual Operations

The standards specified in 191.03 may be exceeded if:

(a) The CoMmission has granted a variance based upon its determination -

that a temporary and unusual operating condition exists and continued

operation is in the public interest, and

***********-* FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES *******
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(b) Information is promptly made a matter of public record delineating

the nature of unusual operating conditions, the degree to which this

operation is expected to result in levels in excess of the standards, the

basis of the variance, and the schedule for achieving conformance with the

standards.

191.05 Effective Date

The standards in this Subpart shall be effective January 1, 1985.

FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES *
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SUBPART B - ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS FOR DISPOSAL

191.11 Applicability

This Subpart applies to radioactive materials released into the

accessible environment as a result of the disposal of high-level or -

transuranic radioactive wastes, including the disposal of spent nuclear

fuel. -This Subpart does not apply to disposal directly into the oceans or

ocean sediments.

191.12 Definitions j

Unless otherwise indicated in this Subpart, all terms shall have the

same meaning as in Subpart A of this Part.

(a) "Disposal" means isolation of radioactive wastes with no intent to

recover them.

(b) "Barriers" means any materials or structures that prevent or

substantially delay movement of the radioactive wastes toward the accessible

environment.

(c) "Disposal system" means any combination of engineered and natural

barriers that contain radioactive wastes after disposal.

(d) "Controlled area" means a surface location, to be identified by

permanent markers and other passive institutional controls, extending no

more than ten kilometers in a horizontal direction from the original

location of any of the radioactive wastes in a disposal system, and the

underlying subsurface, which area has been committed to use as a disposal

system and from which incompatible activities are intended to be prohibited

after disposal.

*..A>J.AJ.AJ.A FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES *....L.A.J.J...
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(e) "Groundwater" means water below the land surface in a zone of

saturation.

(f) "Lithosphere" means the solid part of the Earth, including any

groundwater contained within it.

(g) "Transmissivity" means the product of horizontal hydraulic

conductivity and saturated thickness of an underground formation.

Transmissivity of a series of formations is the sum of the individual

transmissivities of each formation comprising the series. The product of

transmissivity and hydraulic gradient is horizontal discharge per unit width

of the formation.

(h) "Major sources of groundwater" means underground formations that:

(1) are saturated with water having less than 10,000 milligrams per liter of

total dissolved solids, (2) are within 2,500 feet of the land surface, and

(3) have a transmissivity greater than 200 gallons per day per foot (or

30 x 10 6 meters squared per second) as averaged (using harmonic mean) or

integrated for at least a period of a year over the controlled area of a

disposal system site.

(i) "Accessible environment" includes (1) the atmosphere, (2) land

surfaces, (3) surface waters, (4) oceans, (5) parts of the lithosphere that

are beyond the controlled area, and (6) major sources of groundwater that

are beyond the controlled area or are more than two kilometers in a

horizontal direction from the original location of any of the radioactive

wastes in a disposal system.

************* FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES *AA.L..AA.LA*
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Ci) "Undisturbed performance" means the predicted behavior of a

disposal system if it is not disrupted by human intrusion or the occurence

of unlikely natural events (such as seismic or volcanic activity), including

consideration of the uncertainties in predicted behavior.

(k) "Reasonably foreseeable releases" means releases of radioactive

wastes to the accessible environment that are estimated to have more than

about one chance in 10 of occurring within 10,000 years.

(1) "Very unlikely releases" means releases of radioactive wastes to

the accessible environment that are estimated to have between about one

chance in 10 and about one chance in 1,000 of occurring within 10,000 years.

(m) "Active institutional controls" means (i) guarding a disposal site,

(ii) performing maintenance operations or remedial actions at a disposal

site, and (iii) controlling or cleaning up releases from a disposal site.

(n) "Passive institutional controls" means (i) permanent markers

placed at a disposal site, (ii) public records and archives, (iii) Federal

Government ownership and control of land use, and (iv) other methods of

preserving knowledge about the location, design, and contents of a disposal

system.

(o) "Heavy metal" means all uranium, plutonium, or thorium placed into

a nuclear reactor.

(p) "Implementing agency," as used in this Subpart, means the

Commission for those high-level or transuranic wastes to be disposed of in

facilities licensed by the Commission in accordance with the Energy

Reorganization Act of 1974 and the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, and it

means the Department of Energy for all other wastes covered by this Part.

************* FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES *
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191.13 Groundwater Protection Requirements

Disposal systems for high-level or transuranic radioactive wastes shall

be designed to provide reasonable assurance that, for at least 1,000 years

after disposal, undisturbed performance of the disposal system shall not

increase the projected annual dose equivalent to individuals obtaining all

of their drinking water from any major source of groundwater by more than

25 millirems to the whole body, 75 millirems to the thyroid, or 25 millirems

to any other organ.

191.14 Long-Term Containment Requirements

Disposal systems for high-level or transuranic wastes shall be designed

to provide reasonable assurance that for 10,000 years after disposal:

(a) Reasonably foreseeable releases of waste to the accessible

environment shall be less than the quantities calculated according to

Table 2 (Appendix A).

(b) Very unlikely releases of waste to the accessible environment

shall be less than ten times the quantities calculated according to Table 2

(Appendix A).

191.15 Assurance Requirements

To provide the confidence needed for compliance with the requirements

of 191.13 and 191.14 of this Subpart, disposal of high-level and transuranic

wastes shall be conducted in accordance with the following:

FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES *******'**
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(a) Active institutional controls over repository sites should be

maintained for a reasonable period of time after disposal; however, isolation

of the wastes from the environment shall not rely upon any of the active

controls for more than 100 years after disposal.

(b) During the period that active controls are maintained, repository

sites shall be monitored to detect substantial and detrimental deviations

from expected performance. The monitoring should be done with techniques

that do not jeopardize the isolation of the wastes.

(c) Repository sites shall be identified by the most permanent markers

and records practicable to indicate the dangers of the wastes and their

location.

(d) Repository systems shall use several different types of barriers

to isolate the wastes from the environment. Both engineered and natural

barriers shall be included. Each barrier shall be designed or selected so

that it complements the others and can significantly compensate for

unexpected failure of one or more of the other barriers.

(e) When selecting repository sites from those nominated in accordance

with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, a primary consideration should be

selection of sites which are expected to provide the greatest isolation of

waste from the accessible environment for time periods on the order of

50,000 to 100,000 years. To compare the capabilities of different sites to

isolate wastes (with regard to this provision only), no credit shall be

taken for the protection that will be provided by the engineered components

of the repository system (e.g., waste forms and canisters). Sites that

differ by less than about a factor of ten in projected releases to the

accessible environment may be assumed to provide equivalent isolation.

**********h** FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES *
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(f) Places where there has been mining for resources, or where there

is a reasonable expectation of exploration for scarce or easily accessible

resources, or where there is a significant concentration of any material

which is not widely available from other sources, should be avoided in

selecting repository sites. Such places shall not be used as sites unless

there is convincing evidence that, compared to other alternatives, the

favorable characteristics of such places more than compensate for their

greater liklihood of being disturbed in the future.

191.16 Guidance for Implementation

The implementing agencies will determine compliance with 191.L3 and

191.14 of this Subpart by evaluating long-term predictions of disposal

system performance. Determining compliance with 191.14 will also involve

predicting the likelihood of events that may disturb the disposal system.

Substantial uncertainties are likely to be encountered in making these

predictions, which may use computational models, theories, and prevalent

expert judgment. The following instructions indicate how the Agency intends

191.13 and 191.14 to be applied:

(a) The implementing agency need not require that a very large

percentage of the range of estimated groundwater concentrations or

radionuclide releases fall below the limits established in 191.13 and 191.14.

Instead, determination of compliance may be based upon "best estimate":

predictions (e.g., the mean of the appropriate distribution of results).

************* FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES **
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(b) The implementing agency should judge compliance with 191.14

through performance assessments that: (1) identify the events and processes

that might affect the disposal system, (2) examine their effects on the

various barriers of the disposal system, (3) estimate the radionuclide

releases and associated probabilities caused by each event or process, and

(4) assemble these estimates into complementary cumulative distributions of

the total probability of radionuclide release over the 10,000 year period.

Performance assessments need not consider events which are estimated to have

less than one chance in 10,000 of occurring over 10,000 years. Furthermore,

the assessments need not evaluate in detail the releases from all events

estimated to have a greater likelihood of occurrence; however, the

assessments should provide a reasonable expectation that the expected

releases from events not evaluated are small compared to the releases which

are evaluated by the performance assessments.

(c) The implementing agency should assume that none of the active

institutional controls can prevent or reduce radionuclide releases for more

than 100 years after disposal. However, it should be assumed that the

Federal Government is committed to retaining passive institutional control

of disposal sites in perpetuity. Such passive controls should be assumed to

be effective in deterring systematic or persistent exploitation of a

disposal site, and it should be assumed that they can keep the chance of

inadvertent human intrusion very small as long as the Federal Govern=ent

retains such passive control of disposal sites.

***AA~a...... FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES *Vr**
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(d) As an upper limit, the implementing agency should assume that the

likelihood and duration of inadvertent human intrusion into a geologic

repository will be no greater than the values described in Appendix X of

the Final Environmental Impact Statement for this Part, unless there is

compelling evidence that more severe assumptions are appropriate for a

particular repository site.

(e) When predicting disposal system performance, the implementing

agency should consider realistic projections of the protection provided by

all of the engineered and natural barriers of a disposal system.

191.17 Effective Date

The standards in this Subpart shall be effective immediately upon

promulgation of this rule; however, this Subpart does not apply to wastes

disposed of before promulgation of this rule.
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APPENDIX A - TABLES FOR PART 191

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -:

TABLE 1 - CONCENTRATIONS IDENTIFYING HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES

UNDER 191.02(e)(2) ^

Fission Product
Radionuclides

Concentration
(curies per cubic meter of waste)

Carbon-14 - - - - - - - -

Cesium-135 - - - - - - - -

Cesium-137 - - - - - - - -

Strontium-90 - - - - - - -

Technetium-99 …

Tinr-126 - - - - - -… - - -

Any other radionuclide with

greater than 20 years - -

a

- - - - -

- - - - -

half-life

- - - - -

8

800

4600

7000

3

I.

700

Transuranic
Radionuclides

Concentration
(nanocuries per gram of waste)

Plutonium-241 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -…3500

Any alpha-emitting transuranic

radionuclide with a half-life - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100

greater than 20 years
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NOTE: In cases where a waste corresponding to 191.03(e)(2) contains a

mixture of radionuclides, it shall be considered a high-level radioactive

waste for the purposes of this Part if the sum of the ratios of the fission

product radionuclide concentrations to the concentrations in Table 1 exceeds

one, if the sum of the ratios of the transuranic radionuclide concentrations

in the waste to the concentrations in Table 1 exceeds one, or if both sums

exceed one.

For example, if a waste containing radionuclides A, B, and C in

concentrations Ca, Cb, and Cc, and if the concentration limits from

Table I are CLa, CLb' and CLc, then the waste shall be considered

high-level radioactive waste if the following relationship exists:

Ca Cb Cc
F + - I I

CLa CLb CLc

FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES *********
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TABLE 2 - RELEASE LIMITS FOR LONG-TERM CONTAINMENT REQUIREMENTS

(Cumulative Releases to the Accessible Environment

for 10,000 Years After Disposal)

Radionuclide Release Limit
(curies)

Americiumr-241 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100

Americium-243 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100

Carbon-14 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100

Cesiumr-135 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1000

Cesium-137 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1000

Neptunium-237 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100

Plutonium-238 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100

Plutonium-239 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100

Plutonium-240 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100

Plutonium-242 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100

Radium-226 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100

Strontium-90 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1000

Technetium-99 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10000

Tin-126 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1000

Any other alpha-emitting

radionuclide - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100

Any other radionuclide which does

not emit alpha particles - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1000
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NOTE 1: The Release Limits in Table 3 apply to the amount of wastes in

any one of the following:

(a) the high-level wastes, as defined by 191.02(e)(1) or 19l.02(e)(2),

generated from each 1,000 metric tons of heavy metal (MTHM) used to produce

about 30,000 megawatt-days thermal energy release per metric ton (MWd/MTHM)

[wastes from spent nuclear fuel with significantly different "burnups" shall

be treated as in example calculation (d) below];

(b) each 100,000,000 curies of gamma or beta-emitting radionuclides

with half-lives less than 100 years that are identified by the Commission as

high-level waste in accordance with 191.02(e)(3);

(c) each.1,000,000 curies of other radionuclides (gamma or beta-emitters

with half-lives greater than 100 years or any alpha-emitters) that are

identified by the Commission as high-level waste in accordance with

191.02(e)(3); or

(d) an amount of transuranic (TRU) wastes, as defined by 191.02(f),

containing one million curies of alpha-emitting transuranic radionuclides.

To develop Release Limits for a particular disposal system, the

quantities in Table 3 shall be adjusted for the amount of wastes included in

the disposal system. For example:

(a) If a particular disposal system contained the high-level wastes

from 50,000 MTH14 with an average "burnup" of 30,000 MWd/KTHK, the Release

Limits for that system would be the quantities in Table 3 multiplied by 50

(50,000 MT1H divided by 1,000 MiT).
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(b) If a particular disposal system contained three million curies of

alpha-emitting transuranic wastes, the Release Limits for that system would

be the quantities in Table 3 multiplied by three.(three million curies

divided by one million curies).

(c) If a particular disposal system contained both the high-level

wastes from 50,000 *YIHH and 5 million curies of alpha-emitting transuranic

wastes, the Release Limits for that system would be the quantities in

Table 3 multiplied by 55:

50,000 MTHM 5,000,000 curies TRU

1,000 mm Th 1,000,000 curies TRU =

(d) If a particular disposal system contained both the high-level

wastes from 50,000 MTEM of fuel irradiated to a "burnup" of 45,000 MWd/MTHM

and 100,000 curies of alpha-emitting radionuclides identified by the

Commission as high-level waste in accordance with 191.02(e)(3), the Release

Limits for that system would be the quantities in Table 3 multiplied by 75.1:

(50,000 MTHM) (45,000 MWd/MTHM) 100,000 curies
+ 75.1

( 1,000 MTHM) (30,000 MWd/MITH) 1,000,000 curies

************* FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES ***AJinnrr.h*
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NOTE 2: In cases where a mixture of radionuclides is projected to be

released, the limiting values shall be determined as follows: For each

radionuclide in the mixture, determine the ratiobetween the cumulative

release quantity projected over 10,000 years and the limit for that

radionuclide as determined from Table 3 and Note 1. The sum of such ratios

for all the radionuclides in the mixture may not exceed one.

For example, if radionuclides A, B, and C are projected to be

released in amounts Qa. Qb' and Qci and if the applicable Release

Limits are R'a, RLb, and RLc, then the cumulative releases over

10,000 years shall be limited so that the following relationship exists:

Qa Qb Qc
+ - +

RLa RLb RLC

FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES *
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EA STATUS UPDATE

I MEETINGS HELD/ISSUES DISCUSSED

SALT PILE MANAGEMENT
DEFINITION OF SITE BOUNDARIES

WATER RIGHTS/WATER AVAILABILITY

TRANSPORTATION

e DRAFT EAMS ARE PLANNED TO BE ISSUED IN

MID-APRIL 1984

* SITING GUIDELINES ARE UNDERGOING DOE
INTERNAL REVIEW AND CONCURRENCE

* SALT SITE INTRA-BASIN COMPARISON METHODOLOGY

UNDER DEVELOPMENT

I CRITERIA FOR EA IN-SCOPE PUBLIC HEARING ISSUES

DEVELOPED

* COMPARISON OF SITES AGAINST:DISQUALIFYING

FACTORS UNDERWAY



PROPOSED EA OUTLINE

CHAPTER

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

TITLE/CONTENT

SUMMARY OF DECISION PROCESS LEADING TO

SITE NOMINATION

DECISION PROCESS BY WHICH THE SITE PROPOSED

FOR NOMINATION WAS IDENTIFIED

THE SITE AND ITS ENVIRONMENT

SUITABILITY OF NOMINATED SITE FOR CHARACTER-
IZATION AND FOR A REPOSITORY

EXPECTED EFFECTS OF SITE CHARACTERIZATION

ACTIVITIES

REGIONAL AND LOCAL IMPACTS OF LOCATING A

REPOSITORY AT THE SITE

COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF SITES

C 3
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METHODOLOGY STEPS

(1) DATA SET IDENTIFICATION

(2) DATA PROCESSING

(3) DATA GROUP IDENTIFICATION

(4) SITE ORDER DEVELOPMENT

(5) PATTERN RECOGNITION
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SITE: prpard SB:

INFLUENCE FACTOR: ROCX CHARACTERISTICS (960.4.2.3.b2)
T . PHYSICAL PHENOMENA THAT RESULT

DESCRIlPTOR. * I NTERACTIONS BETWEEH THE WASTE
FROM THE
AND HOST ROCX DUt: 7/25/83

wsu;crDESCRIPTOR DEFINITIN:

PROJECTION OF PHYSICA PHENOMENA
BETWEEN THE WASTE AND HOST ROCK

.I*

THAT RESULT FRM

*1

I

AVAILABLE DATA (Unit of Masur

o PROJECTED POTENTIAL FOR
TO PHYSICAL PROCESSES:

HIGH , MED

IION ANO NUCLIDE RELEASE DUE

:II
.1
~j

-.1

-00�1

ORIGINAL ( 1:

Author - 4 4 4 4

Ooccuel 9 U

-6 '." iw=

..t

o-I

, ,

COI,4E ~ -M--RS (Including Unit Conversion):
THE S tNCLUDE THERMAL DETERIORATION OF THE ROCK MASS OR CANISTER
DUE TO lza~lS}E TEMPERATURES, AND OVERPRESSURE FROM THE CANISTER DUE TO
THEMAL I ON CREEP OR OTHER PROCESSES

HIGH a VARIOUS POTENTIAL PROBLEMS WITH RELATIVELY HOW FACTORS OF SAFETY
MEDIUL4 a SEVERAL POTENTIAL PROBLEMS WITH LOU TO MOOERATE FACTORS OF SAFETY
LOW a A FEW TO NO POTENTIAL PROBLEMS WITH HIGH FACTORS OF SAFETY

COGNIZANT ONWI STAFF:
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SITE:

INFLUCE FACtOR: ROCK CHARACTERISTICS (960-.4.2.3a)

DESCRIPTOR: ' LATERAL EXTENT OF HOST ROCK

K

w

I

I
I

OESCRIPTOR DEFINITION:

DESCRIPTION OF HORIZONTAL OR LATERAL EXTENT OF HOST
SIGNIFICANT FLEXIBILITY IN CONSTRUCTING AN UNDERGOL
KAINTAINING-AN ESTABLISHED BUFFER AEA

A

I
I

I

AVAILABLE DATA (Ulnit of Measures

a Lateral extent (m) of Di: H) host rock
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SCALING DATA AND
DETERNINATION OF SIGNIFICANCE

- -- EACH
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2.

SPECIALIST ASKED TO:

ESTABLISH RULES FOR DETERMINING DIRECTION OF FAVORABILITY

ESTABLISH DEGREE OF DIFFERENCE NECESSARY TO DISCRIMINATE
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EXAMPLES OF SCALING AND
SIGNIFICANCE DEFINITIONS

--- THICKER SALT - b MORE FAVORABLE

--- SIGNIFICANCE:

o MORE FAVORABLE % x>250 FT

o FAVORABLE - 125 FT < X < 250 FT

o LESS FAVORABLE " < 125 FT
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(QN) QUANTITATIVE:

(QL) QUALITATIVE:

(OB) OBJECTIVE:

(SU) SUBJECTIVE:

(AC) ACTUAL:

THE DATA THAT ARE IN THE FORM OF NUMBERS

WHICH MAY BE RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTSe

CALCULATIONS, MODELING, ETC.

THE DATA THAT ARE IN THE FORM OF WORDS

(E.G., HIGH, LOW, INCREASING, DECREASING)

WITH OR WITHOUT ANY QUANTITATIVE DEFINI-

TIONS FOR WORDS.

THE DATA THAT ARE BASED UPON ACTUAL

OBSERVATION. MEASUREMENT, OR EXPERT OPINION

(WITH SMALL RANGE OF VARIATION). OR DATA

THAT ARE INFERRED FROM OTHER GENERAL OB-

SERVATIONS, MEASUREMENTS VIA CALCULATIONS

OR MODELING.

THE DATA THAT ARE PURELY CONJECTURED WITH

LITTLE HISTORICAL OR PRESENTLY AVAILABLE

RELATED INFORMATION TO SUPPORT THE CONJENC-

TURES: THESE DATA ARE ULTIMATELY 'GOOD

GUESSESSO: THEY ALSO MAY BE OBSERVED OR

MEASURED BUT THE PROCESS USED MAY BE SUSPECT.

OBSERVED. MEASURED, OR CALCULATED PAST OR

PRESENT ORIENTED DATA OR DATA THAT ARE

INFERRED FROM OTHER OBSERVED. MEASURED, OR

CALCULATED INFORMATION.
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-

(AN) ANTICIPATED: EXPECTED. PROJECTED FUTURE ORIENTED DATA

DERIVED FROM MODELING. SIMULATION OR

-CALCULATIONS OR DATA THAT-ARE INFERRED FROM

EXPECTED OR PROJECTED INFORMATION.

(PA) POSTCLOSURE

(PB) PRECLOSURE
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SITE:

INFLUENCE FACTOR: ROCK CHARACTERISTICS (960.4.2.3a)

DESCRIPTOR:: THICKNESS OF HOST ROCK

5CRIPTOR DEFINITION:

CHARACTERISTICS OF MINIM AND MAXIMUM THICKNESS OF
TO ALLOW SIGNIFICANT FLEXIBILITY IN CONSTRUCTING AN
FACILITY

- ..

.

_ -
4.

AVAILABLE DATA (tUit of MeasurienX
o MAXIMU4 THICKNESS (m) OF4J

AND BEYOND REPOSITORY EXC;

o MINIMUIM THICKNESS (LN , F
AND BEYOND REP OSI

SHAFT SITE

SHAFT SITE

I

ESTIMATION: 1 14'

CC OEN1~LA1~CNS (Including Unit Conversion):
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] SITE: .tPr d by:

INFLUENCE FACTOR: ROCK HARACTERISTIC (960.4.2.3.bl) _

DESCRIPTOR: REQUIREMENT FOR COMPLEX ENGINEERING DESIGN Date: 7/25/83

DESCRIPTOR DEFINITION:. AF

PROJECTION OF AKIICIPATED ROCK CONDITIONS THAT WILL REQU INEERIG
MEASURES BEYOND THE STANDARD PRACTICE FOR CONSTRUCTION
CLOSURE OF THE REPOSITORY

RELATED INFLUENCE FACTORS IDESCRIPTORS:

AVAILABLE DATA (Unit of Measurmenlp T
PROJECTED COSTS TO DEVELOP E UES TO RESOLVE ENG1NERING
PROBLEMS:

HIGH ___ _, MEDW

ORIGINAL CITED DATA _CE/BASI 1R ESTIMATION:

Author:

DocLscn n ;d UaP e " SRR pp. 5.4.31, 5.4.32

Date 1

E~t5Ri .L IONS (Including Unit Conversion :
SUwtii ENCOMPASS VENTILATION SAFETY OR CONSTRUCTION CONMRES

THAT ff pIYPICAL ENGINEERING MEASUES
HIGH *15 Wiillion dollars to solve

ENIUM1 1O1- 100 million dollars to solve
LOW s 0 million dollars to solve
COST a 1983 dollars

COGNIZANT ONWI STAFF:
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PATTERN CONSTRUCTION I

--- TALLY THE OCCURANCE OF SITES IN DATA GROUP CLUSTERS
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-ft ORDER SITES WITHIN EACH FAVORABILITY SCALE CATEGORY
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A METHODOLOGY FOR COMPARATIVE EVALUATION
OF POTENTIAL SALT REPOSITORY SITES

DRAFT



THE PROBLEM

The Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible for selecting three out of
seven salt sites as potentially suitable for repository development and for
documenting the selection process in the statutory environmental assessment

reports. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA) specifies this process
by mandating a comparative evaluation of each site with other sites. The

seven salt sites are located in the three geohydrologic settings: Gulf

Interior Region, Permian, and Paradox. There are three sites in the Gulf
region, two in Permian, and two in Paradox.

The central problem of the site selection process may be summarized as:

Comparative evaluation of three sites in the Gulf Region, two in Penmian,
and two sites in Paradox, and determination of one preferred site in each of
the geohydrologic settings.

A methodology for addressing this problem, within the constraints
specified in the DOE guidelines, is the subject of this paper.
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BACKGROUND 1

Before proceeding with a description of the methodology, it will be

useful to briefly investigate the nature of the site selection decision -

problem in more detail. To this end, it will be helpful to pose a few *1
pertinent questions regarding the problem.

1. What does comparative evaluation of sites mean? l

To compare two or more sites means to note the similarities and/or 3
differences between the sites; to evaluate two or more sites simul-

taneously Implies examination, estimation, and appraisal of sites and to

subsequently form a "value" or "worth" order among the sites. When put 3
together, comparative evaluation means ordering two or more sites

according to the Ovalue" or "worth" of their similarities or differences. 1
It is useless to discuss the similarities or differences among sites

without specifying what aspects of the sites are being considered. Such

specification amounts to an identification of relevant data about the

sites.

2. What does relevant data for site selection mean? -J

In order to determine what data are important in comparatively evaluating

sites, we need to refer to the stated purposes of NWTS program and from

them derive specific data categories needed to address the problem. This
is the process which has been used in developing the General DOE

Guidelines for the siting of Nuclear Waste repositories. The Guidelines

delineate the boundaries of the information/data that have to be con-

sidered in qualifying sites and consequently selecting among the sites J

which pass the qualification process. Furthermore, the guidelines j
specify the hierarchy among the data that have to be employed in qualifi-

cation and selection of sites. Therefore, the relevant data are those

that are pertinent to the overall philosophy of the NWTS program such as

safety and environmental protection. The differences/similarities of
.J
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sites should be noted in terms of specific data that are relevant to the

philosophical tenets of detailed site characterization, constructing and

operating, and decommissioning the repository.

Clearly, a precise definition of the problem and identification of the

relevant data do not, by themselves, lead to a solution. A process that

can use the data, in a way that suits the problem definition, is the

logical bridge between the problem definition and data set.

3. What is an appropriate methodology for site selection?

There are two general groups of techniques available for comparing and

evaluating choices of sites. These groups of techniques can be viewed as

the end points of a spectrum representing an overlapping series of such

techniques. At one extreme, there are techniques whose foundations are

various schools of psychology; for example, T-Groups, Nominal Group

Process, brain-storming processes, idea generation sessions, and a host

of other "small-group" techniques. The opposite extreme of the spectrum

is represented by techniques that are derived from the constructs of

decision theory and decision analysis.

These two general groups can be differentiated by their relative emphasis

on three factors. The first factor is the degree of quantification.

Decision analysis, and its associated approaches, derived from the

theoretical precepts of rational economic behavior, require quantified

variables for their operation. Techniques at the opposite end of the

spectrum have less stringent requirements for quantification. In fact

some of the more informal techniques, such as brain-storming and idea-

generation sessions, can be applied without the precise identification of

either quantitative or qualitative decision variables.

The second factor is the explicit treatment of values. Many decision

analysis techniques explicitly account for the values of the stake-

holders1 in a decision by quantifying these values and integrating them

into the decision. By contrast, the "group-process" oriented approaches,
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in general, do not account for values in a systematic way. Instead,

opinions are accepted as implicit surrogates for values of stakeholders.

The different applications of Delphi technique are an example of this

approach.

The third factor which differentiates the two groups of techniques con-

cerns consensus requirements that legitimize a final decision; The deci-

sion theory techniques rely on the role of experts and logical analysis

for this purpose. Experts in decision analysis, as well as experts in

the desciplines and issues central to the decision, act as guarantors of

objectivity2 in developing a final decision. The logic of decision

analysis techniques are assumed to support the reasonableness of choices

or decisions that result from the comparative evaluation of alternative

sites. This reasonableness is attractive, in part, because of the repro-

ducibility of the results (i.e., reliability versus validity) that Is

claimed to be possible by using decision analysis techniques.3 The

approaches at the opposite end of the spectrum emphasize dialogue in j
group process. Agreements generated through dialogue are taken as legit-

imate acceptance of the final choice of decision. These latter tech-

niques view objectivity, logic, reliability, and validity as a function

of group process and not as objective realities external to the final

decision.

The feature common to most, if not all, of these techniques is that they

demand a special definition of the problem which fits the requirements of

the methodology. In this sense, these techniques are invariably pre-

scriptive and allow little latitude for Investigation into the nature of

the decision problem.

An appropriate methodology for the comparative evaluation of sites ought

to differ from other similar techniques in one fundamental way--it should }
facilitate a proces of investigation into the nature of the problem and

available data and consequently help to define the mode for site compar-

ison and evaluation. This method should not presuppose the necessity of

specific data forms (e.g., all quantitative or all qualitative), nor

-J
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should it require a comparison of sites using series of indices repre-

senting one or more of the differences or similarities among sites. Nor
should such a methodology attempt to artificially develop an order among
sites as a function of speculated preferences between different purposes
of the NWTS program, since such a structure is already built into the

Guidelines. An appropriate methodology should reflect the total pattern
of differences and similarities among sites without masking the essential
information behind methodological vocabulary for the sake of methological

elegance.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURE

The procedure for the comparative evaluation of the candidate repository

sites can be divided into five steps: data set identification, data

processing, data group identification, site order development, and overall I
pattern recognition. It should be emphasized that these steps are not

mutually exclusive, but represent a convenient approach for presenting the l

methodology.

1
STEP 1. DATA SET IDENTIFICATION

1. What data should be used in the comparison?

The DOE Guidelines of October 21, 1983 (10 CFR 960) state that all

available evidence must be used for the comparative evaluation. The

Guidelines then present a series of system and technical guidelines

designed to address important parameters that must be considered in j
qualifying candidate sites and in comparing these sites. The technical

guidelines are arranged according to qualifying conditions, favorable

conditions, potential adverse conditions, and disqualifying conditions.

At this point it is assumed that all sites have passed the qualifying and j
disqualifying conditions and can be considered favorable for repository

construction. Thus, the relevant information for data set development

becomes the information discussed in "favorable conditions" and the

"potentially adverse conditions" in the technical guidelines.

The technical guidelines are divided into twenty general categories that

should be used in the comparative evaluation of candidate sites, i.e.,

Geohydrology, Rock Characteristics, Environmental Quality. These guide- |

line categories are the factors that influence the site selection deci-

sion. Each of these influence factors can be further described by a

number of more specific considerations based on the language in the

guidelines. For example, Rock Characteristics has the following specific

descriptors:
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A.
B.
C.

D.

E.
F.
G.

H.

I.

Vertical thickness of host rock

Areal extent of host rock

Presence of bands of non-salt material within the salt

Requirement for complex engineering design

Rock characteristics that affect containment

Combinations of conditions affected by heat

Thermophysical/thermochemical properties of salt: thermal conduc-

tivity

'Thermophysical/thermochemical properties of salt: creep strain

Thermophysical/thermochemical properties of salt: linear thermal

expansion.

The list of these descriptors must be obtained by careful examination of

the Guidelines. All the pertinent technical dimensions of the decision

must be recognized and used for selecting a site for the first

repository.4 Public health and safety, environmental impacts, and

socioeconomic acceptability are examples of general dimensions for this

-choice. Further, the selected influence factors have to be comparable in

their levels of generality. For example, rock characteristics as an

influence factor is comparable with geohydrology, but not comparable with

specifics (descriptors) of rock characteristics, such as vertical

thickness of host rock and various thermophysical/thermochemical

properties of salt. The condition in selection of descriptors Is

exclusivity. This means that, whenever possible, a descriptor should be

defined in a way that it exclusively describes only one influence factor.

These specific considerations or descriptors derived from the guidelines

make up the pertinent data base necessary for the comparative evaluation.

2. How should the data be expressed?

Specific units of measurement appropriate to each descriptors need to be

defined. Units of measurements can range from quantitative, e.g., meters

of depth, to qualitative, e.g., high, medium, low. In essence, the most

rigorous information available needs to be assembled and used in the

comparative evaluation,
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Exhibit A is a form that can be used to show the general Influence

factor, one of several specific descriptors belong to It, the actual

available datum (or data), assumptions, and references that correspond to

the descriptor. Once this information is thus organized, it can be

further processed.

STEP 2. DATA PROCESSING

1. How can the data be readied for comparative evaluation? A

First, the nature of an expressed datum (data point), representing a 1

particular descriptor of a site, can be defined in terms of the following

dichotomies:

o Quantitative-qualitative

o Objective-subjective

o Actual-anticipated. j

Because these are such key dichotomies, definitions are provided below:

Quantitative: The data that are in the form of numbers which may be

results of measurements, calculations, modeling, etc.

Qualitative: The data that are in the form of words (e.g., high, medium,

low, increasing, decreasing) with or without any quantitative definitions j
for words.

Objective: The data that are based upon actual observation, measurement,

or expert opinion (with a small range of variation), or data that are

inferred from other general observations, measurements via calculations

or modeling.

Subjective: The data that are purely conjectured with little historical
or presently available related Information to support the conjectures;

these data are ultimately "good guesses"; they also may be observed or

measured but the process used may be suspect.

.2
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Actual: Observed, measured, or calculated past or present oriented data

or data that are inferred from other observed, measured, or calculated

information.

Anticipated: Expected, projected future oriented data derived from

modeling, simulation, or calculations or data that are inferred from

expected or projected information.

The degree to which the output of a comparative evaluation can be

convincing and defensible is determined by the nature of the available

data. A simple example will illustrate this critical point. Imagine

that Sites A and B are compared and evaluated according to the following

data points:

Influence Factor

Erosion

Descriptor

Nature and rates
of erosive
processes

Site A

0.8 meters/
1,000 yrs
(measured)

Site B

0.8 meters/
1,000 yrs
(iodelled)

Rock
Characteristics

Geohydrology

Population Density
and Distribution

Vertical thickness
of host rock

Geohydraulic
modeling

Residential or
seasonal density
at site

600 meters

Very complex

5 people/sq
kilometer
(1980 census)

850 meters

Somewhat simple

0 people/sq
kilometer
(1930 census)

The rigorous data (600 m and 850 m) for the Rock Characteristics

descriptor are:

(1) Quantitative, i.e., the data are numbers.

(2) Objective, i.e., the data are not based on conjecture.

(3) Actual, i.e., they have been measured in real time.

A comparative evaluation using this data point will be convincing and

defensible. At the other extreme are the nonrigorous data (very complex
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and somewhat simple) for the geohydrology descriptor-geohydraulic

modeling. These data are:

(1) Qualitative, i.e., the data are words.

(2) Subjective, i.e., the data are based on Individual Judgments.

(3) Anticipated, i.e., there are various degrees of uncertainty attached

to them.

A comparative evaluation based on the latter data would be less reliable

than the former example. The reader can inspect the other two

descriptors for Sites A and S, and their respective data points, to

further appreciate the variability of the nature of data.

The second step for preparing the information for the comparative evalua-

tion is to determine the "favorability direction" and Orange of signif-

icant difference" for each descriptor of each site. The favorability

direction would indicate whether a greater or lesser value of a given

descriptor is better for determining the suitability of a site for the

repository. For example, one of the rock characteristic descriptors is

"Vertical Thickness of Host Rock" and is defined as the thickness, in

meters, of the host rock at the potential repository site. In general, J
the thicker the host rock the more suited the site is for the repository.

Therefore, the "favorability direction" is "the thicker the host rock, A

the more favorable the site".

The second piece of information needed for comparative evaluation is the

"range of significant difference" which deals with the question of how

much thicker the salt must be at one compared to another site so that one

site can be considered more suited for the repository. These two pieces

of information (favorability direction and range of significant

difference) are used to scale each site as "more favorable", "favorable",

or "less favorable" within the given geohydrologic setting for a single

descriptor.
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STEP 3. DATA GROUP IDENTIFICATION

How should one compare the sites?

The DOE Guidelines provide an answer. The Guidelines state that primary

significance must be placed on the postclosure technical guidelines.

The postclosure technical guidelines are further subdivided into two

groups that are, in decreasing order of importance:

(1) characteristics and processes that affect expected repository

performance, and

(2) processes and events that could potentially be disruptive to
expected repository performance.

The preclosure technical guidelines are subdivided into three groups that
are, in decreasing order of importance:

(1) preclosure radiological safety,

(2) environment, socioeconomics, and transportation, and

(3) ease and cost of construction, operation, and closure.

Each of these groups correspond with a series of descriptors. Other
groups of descriptors should be chosen which represent other important -

considerations that are not specified in the guidelines. The sites could

be compared according to the group of descriptors which represent the
above guideline divisions, as well as other important considerations.

The nature of the data is a second way to compare sites. The comparative

evaluation process of sites can concentrate on, for example,

"quantitative" data. A number of descriptors are expected to have this

rigor of data. By contrast, "qualitative" data would form another group.

Exhibit B demonstrates the essential features of the data group

identification step. Guideline stipulated groups of descriptors are



EXHIBIT D

SITES
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a.

ma
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t

Descriptors

Potential Public Exposure'**

Residential and Seasonal
Population Density at
Site

Distance From Population
Center

Proximity of Nuclear
Facilities

Hydraulic Gradient Within
Geohydraulic Unit*

Areal Extent of Host Rock***

Representative Seismlclty"*

Present Land Ownership and
Control***

A a C D E F G H I

15/sq.ka 0/sq.km 2/sq.ka 2/sq.km 2/sq.km 5.5/sq.krn 5.5/sq.km 15.S/sq-km 15/sq.km

N/A

100.1

N/A

22mi

N/A

3x0'-4

1401

N/A

N/A

20au

200M1

20.1

200.1

9X10-4 9XIl04

12.1

40.1

10XIO-4

600.

9.8

12.1

40.1

lOxlOX4

600.

9.1

N/A

100.1

N/A

600.

10.2

3o1

100.1

1 x0-4

600.

9.8

Compliance with 10 CFR 20***

Vertical Extent of Host Rock 600. 850. 300.

Nature and Erosion Rates of 0.8 0.8 9.9
Processes**

* Meters of head pressure.
** Ft. per 1O00 years of incision rate.
*** These data are assumed to be not quantified in this example.

800B

0.8

800.

0.1
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indicated in the far left-hand column. Imaginary data are provided for a

number of representative sites (A through I). Note that there is at least

one "quantitative" datum available for each of the sites with residential

and seasonal population density at site. Therefore, sites A, B, C, D, E,

F, Go H, and I form one group. Other groups may be identified by

applying the definitions for qualitative, or objective, or subjective, or

actual, or anticipated data. Alternatively, it is possible to consider

different combinations of data dichotomies, representing the nature of

available data and then identify their respective groups of sites. The

groupings of data based upon the concept of "nature of data" could

eventually be used for sensitivity analysis.

STEP 4. SITE ORDER DEVELOPMENT

Every group of data identified in Step 3 represents sites that may be

clustered because of the closeness of their data. The clusters are placed

along a continuum that ranges from the "less favorable" through "favorable" to

"more favorable". For example, Sites B, C, 0, and E have the smallest popula-

tion density and therefore could be put in the same cluster. The information

about the direction of favorability determines if smaller values (e.g.,

population density) are better, or worse, than larger values. The information

about the degree of significant difference helps to distinguish various

clusters. In this example, sites F and G. and A, H, and I form two more

clusters. Other descriptors and their respective prepared data would provide

additional clusters as summarized below:

Less More
Favorable Favorable Favorable

Residential and Seasonal A,HI F,G B,C,D,E
Population Density at Site

Distance from Population Center BDE C,F,G I

Proximity of Nuclear Facilities D,E AH,I FG

Hydraulic Gradient Within B,I DE FG
Geohydrologic Unit

Vertical Extent of Host Rock C A,F,GHI B,D,E

Nature and Rate of CF,G,H,I ABD E
Erosion Process
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How influential is a given distinction of favorability?

Is, for example, a difference of 9.5 (15 - 5.5 a 9.5) people per square

mile significant enough to influence the selection of a site? The

problems posed by these sorts of questions cannot be ignored for

different answers to these questions lead to different clustering of

sites. In the proposed methodology, the question of clustering of sites

is resolved very simply by repeating the steps using different answers to

these questions. If there is a disagreement as to the significance of

difference for given descriptors between sites, we simply developi

alternative clusters and compare them. Ultimately, it is the overall 7

patterns between sets of sites that will help us to arrive at the

relative orders among clusters. Variations of clusters within groups,

therefore, merely indicate the sensitivity of the final decision within

certain ranges. Consequently, it may turn out that, for example, 9.5

people per square mile may not be a significant point, if other patterns,

evolving from different clusters within different site groups, exhibit a

consistent relationship among sites on the "less favorable-more

favorable" continuum. As to how many times this will have to be

repeated, all that we can say at this point is that only in application

can it be recognized when a convergence in patterns of clusters is

evolving and only then can the decision be made to stop the process.

(See Footnote 6.)

STEP 5. OVERALL PATTERN RECOGNITION

In the procedural Steps 1 through 4, no explicit reference was made to

the obvious point that some categories of influence factors may play a more

significant role than others in the final decision to nominate a site. Step 5

is designed to recognize the relative "values" of the influence factors and, -'

naturally, their corresponding descriptions, nature of data, and prepared

data.

The question of relative values of influence factors is viewed as simply

another aspect of the nature of available data. Let us take two guideline

stipulated groups, safety and environment impacts, in order to demonstrate the

work involved in this step.
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Safety may be defined by two different group of factors. These influence

factors can further be defined by certain descriptors that are pertinent to

safety as the material below schematically represents:

Guideline
Group Influence Factors Descriotors

Human Interference - Present land ownership and control
- Subsurface and surface mineral

rights
- Potential unresolvable land use

conflicts

Safety Erosion - Depth of underground waste
implacement

- Nature and rates of erosive
processes

Transportation - Transportation related costs
- Proximity to points of waste

generation

Naturally, similar relationships can be identified for other Guideline

stipulated and/or nature of data influence factors that may be introduced into

the analysis by other stakeholders. Every time a new group of descriptors are

introduced, or taken out of the comparative evaluation, Steps 1 through 5 will

have to be repeated. Consequently, new groups of sites, and clusters within

them, and patterns between clusters would need to be analyzed and interpreted.

The orderings of the sites within different data groups constitute a

pattern. Site positions can be counted and tallied. Every time a new data

group is sued for analysis a new tally will result. Thus, repeated iterations

of Steps 1 through 5 produce new and different patterns. These iterations

will always be different because of variations on nature of data combinations

that will be introduced into the comparative analysis.

Two examples of tally sheets are shown in Exhibit C. What can we

conclude by inspecting these two tally sheet examples? One conclusion is that

Sites E and F constitute the least favorable locations for the site of the

first repository. Furthermore, it is obvious that Sites G and I are highly



13 E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
favorable for building a repository. The question of which of the two sites,
G or I, is more favorable would be answered after site characterization. What
about the other five sites? This question can be answered by inspecting
patterns that may be constructed by further iterations of Steps 1 through 5. 1

71

I
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EXHIBIT C

ITERATION 1

(Data Input: Quantitative-Objective, Safety Value Data)

POSITIONS
I =Ct CR~lflDArlC Wn~ r ._ _..

SITE

A

B

C

0

E

F

G

H

I

U53 rAYuR'BoLE.

-1%11

11

FbAVUKAbLt

i1-11+1

111

1

11

1

11

MURE MAVORABLE

l17i"i 11

~ -k~11

ITERATION 2

(Data Input: Quantitative-Anticipated, Environmental Impact Value Data)

SITE

A
B

C
D

E

F

G

H

I

LESS FAVORABLE

11

**;

~~ 1 1 1

h+1_ 1 1

11

POSITIONS
FAVORABLE

Iti 14 11

H11 i9
11

_1+1 1 1

MORE FAVORABLE

.1+lE 11

'tii+ tR- tH4 11~
11
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CLOSING REMARKS

The underlying approach of the proposed methodology is that patterns

among the sites may be discovered by analysis of "data" characterizing the

sites. The conceptual basis of the methodology is the contention that the -

relative worth or values of sites may be amenable to a process of discovery--

that the differences among sites are objectively real and could be discerned

with a methodical and iterative examination of the data base.

However, this methodology can also accommodate a classical weighting

system (i.e., a process of invention). To do so, all that is needed is to,

for example, multiply the "more favorable" counts for a given site, regarding

a specific descriptor or influence factor, by a discrete coefficient (e.g., 2,

3, 4, etc.) to represent the relative weight of that descriptor or variable.

j

I
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FOOTNOTES

1. This is a critical point In any decision-making situation. The question

of whose values should be considered in an analysis of this type is

central to all decision-making problems. For our purposes, it is assumed

that all those responsible for implementation of a decision and those who

are affected by it are included in the process. Collectively, they are

referred to as the "stakeholders". (See Footnote 6.)

2. Indeed, the notion of objectivity underlies the historical development of

decision theory. Van Neumann and Morgenstern's work in game theory and

H. Simon's work in decision analysis were ultimately in pursuit of objec-

tive results.

3. Briefly, reliability means that the same solution is obtained if the same

technique is used repeatedly. Validity, on the other hand, is the notion

that the right problem is being solved.

4. Obviously, there are a handful of major, and considerably abstract, meta-

influence factors that have to be chosen. The NWPA of 1982, for example,

puts emphasis on safety and environmental protection concerns. -No doubt,

there are other similar concerns of an equal level of generality that

have to be considered.

5. In an initial attempt to apply this methodology, a total of 20 influence

factors and an other 140 descriptors have been identified.

6. In a final analysis, the question of "whose values" ought to be con-

sidered becomes irrelevant in this methodology. All that matters is the

ability of the methodology to systematically incorporate a few technical

judgments into the analysis. At a philosophical level, there are certain

"values" that are universal in character and limited in their numbers.

Their relative importance (e.g., safety more important than cost) is

handled by integrating their respective influence factors, descriptors,

and data into the analysis. The sensitivity of the emerging
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patterns to the gradual introduction of these data into the analysis -ill -i

either confirm or disconfirm patterns already derived from the analysis

of data based upon dichotomies such as actual-anticipated, objective-

subjective, and so on.. Oisconfirmation of such pattern, of course, poses

a problem of policy--which aspects of data should be used for comparative

evaluation? A resolution of public policy.problems is clearly beyond the

capability of this or any other technique. In such a situation,

epistomological consideration of a higher order needs to be deployed.

One possible solution is the notion of social consensus building, which

enters into the consultation and cooperation dimensions of the NWTS

program. I

.:1
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COMPARISONS OF AUGUST 1, 1983 AND
SEPTEMBER 30, 1983 DOE GUIDELINES
FOR REPOSITORY SITE SELECTION

DOE GUIDELINE NO. TITLE CHANGES INCORPORATED IN 9/30/83
GUIDELINES

960.4-2-1 (bl)

960.4-2-1 (b7)

960.4-2-2 (b4)

960.4-2-2 (c2)

960.4-2-2 (c3)

960.4-2-3 (c2)

FAVORABLE
GEOHYDROLOGIC
CONDITIONS

FAVORABLE
GEOHYDROLOGIC
CONDITIONS

FAVORABLE
GEOCHEMICAL
CONDITIONS

POTENTIALLY ADVERSE
GEOCHEMICAL
CONDITIONS

POTENTIALLY ADVERSE
GEOCHEMICAL
CONDITIONS

FAVORABLE ROCK
CHARACTERISTIC
CONDITIONS

CLARIFICATION: Deletion of senseless phrase.

ADDITION: Total dissolved solids concentration
of groundwater.

QUALIFICATION: Addition of a time frame of
1000 years.

MODIFICATION: Deletion of adverse effects
on the performance of engineered barrier systems.

MODIFICATION: Deletion of "disposal in
saturated zone" in regards to chemical oxidation.

MODIFICATION: Addition of ability of host rock
to seal fractures caused by four
conditions.

960.4-2-4 (c2) POTENTIALLY
ADVERSE
CLIMATIC CHANGES

CLARIFICATION: Addition of surrounding
geohydrologic units.

960.5-2-1 (b2) FAVORABLE POPULATION
AND DENSITY
CONDITIONS

ADDITION: Low population density
in general region of site.
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COMPARISONS OF AUGUST 1, 1983 AND
SEPTEMBER 30, 1983 DOE GUIDELINES
FOR REPOSITORY SITE SELECTION

(continued)

DOE GUIDELINE NO. TITLE CHANGES INCORPORATED IN 9/30/83
GUIDELINES

960.5-2-1 (dl) DISQUALIFYING POP.
DENSITY AND
DISTRIBUTION CONDITIONS

REPLACEMENT: Necessity
area population.

to relocate

960.5-2-1 (d2) DISQUALIFYING POP.
DENSITY AND
DISTRIBUTION CONDITIONS

REPLACEMENT: Emergency preparedness program.

960.5-2-3 (b)

960.5-2-3 (cd)

960.5-2-5 (c4)

960.5-2-5 (c5)

960.5-2-5 (dl)

FAVORABLE
METEOROLOGICAL
CONDITIONS

POTENTIALLY ADVERSE
METEOROLOGICAL
CONDITIONS

POTENTIALLY ADVERSE
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CONDITIONS

POTENTIALLY ADVERSE
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CONDITIONS

DISQUALIFYING
ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY CONDITIONS

MODIFICATION:
frame.

MODIFICATION:
time frame.

CLARIFICATION:
proximity.

CLARIFICATION:
proximity.

Addition of "closure" to time

Addition of "closure" to

Addition of concept of

Addition of concept of

MODIFICATION: Deletion of health aspects;
DOE specified as judge of
of unacceptable impacts.

. _I L -. _ - _ 
-, 

_ L i : , -.~~~~ IL's ": " .~L - ..-..A.
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SEPTLtAER A0, 1983 DOE GUIDELINES
FOR REPOSITORY SITE SELECTION

(continued).
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DOE GUIDELINE NO. TITLE CHANGES INCORPORATED IN 9/30/83
GUIDELINES

960.5-2-5 (d2, d3)

960.5-2-7 (bil)

960.5-2-7 (blii)

960.5-2-7 (bliti)

DISQUALIFYING
ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY CONDITIONS

FAVORABLE
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITIONS

FAVORABLE
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITIONS

FAVORABLE
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITIONS

ADDITION AND MODIFICATION: Split into two
conditions; concept of "proximity" to
park removed.

ADDITION: Comparatively short, economically
constructed routes.

ADDITION: No federal condemnation required
for right-of-way acquisition.

ADDITION: No cuts, fills, or bridges.

960.5-2-7 (bliv)

960.5-2-7 (bMv)

FAVORABLE
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITIONS

FAVORABLE
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITIONS

ADDITION:
landslide

ADDITION:

No sharp curves, steep grades,
or rock slide susceptibility.

Bypass cities and towns.

960.5-2-7 (b2) FAVORABLE
TRANSPORTATION
CONDI-TIONS

ADDITION: Proximity to local access routes of the
region transportation system which require
no significant upgrading.



COMPARISONS OF AUGUST 1, 1983 AND
SEPTEMBER 30, 1983 DOE GUIDELINES
FOR REPOSITORY SITE SELECTION

(continued)

DOE GUIDELINE NO. TITLE CHANGES INCORPORATED IN 9/30/83
GUIDELINES

960.5-2-7 (b3)

960.5-2-7 (b4)

960.5-2-7 (b5)

960.5-2-7 (b6)

960.5-2-7 (bl)

960.5-2-7 (b8)

960.5-2-7 (b9)

FAVORABLE
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITIONS

FAVORABLE
TRANSPORTAION
CONDITIONS

FAVORABLE
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITIONS

FAVORABLE
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITIONS

FAVORABLE
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITIONS

FAVORABLE
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITIONS

FAVORABLE
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITIONS

ADDITION: Proximity to regional access routes
of the national transportation system.

ADDITION: Railroad with a minimum number of
interchange points (sites of crew and equipment
changes).

ADDITION: Low projected life-cycle
cost/risk for transport of all waste designated for a
site in comparison with other site options
considering future sources, interim storage and
repositories.

ADDITION: Regional and local carriers are
available and are willing to
handle waste shipments.

ADDITION: Absence of legal impediments in regards to
compliance with regulations for waste transport
through the affected and adjoining states.

ADDITION: Capability of complete and developed
plans/procedures for response to accidents.

ADDITION: Absence of routine meteorological
disrupt ions/occurrences.

~_~ 7. .. . . I
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(continued)
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DOE GUIDELINE NO. TITLE CHANGES INCORPORATED IN 9/30/83
GUIDELINES

960.5-2-7- (blO)

960.5-2-7 (cl)

960-5-2-7 (c2)

960.5-2-7 (c3)

960.5-2-7 (c4)

960.5-2-8 (c2)

FAVORABLE
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITIONS

POTENTIALLY ADVERSE'
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITIONS

POTENTIALLY ADVERSE
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITIONS

POTENTIALLY ADVERSE
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITIONS

POTENTIALLY ADVERSE
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITIONS

POTENTIALLY ADVERSE
SURFACE
CHARACTERISTIC
CONDITIONS

ADDITION: Environmental Impact of transportation
operations on states.

ADDITION: Comparatively expensive access routes
construction in relation to site option.

ADDITION: Hazardous relief and/or geographical
features along access routes between site
and existing local transportation routes.

ADDITION: Existing access routes to the national
transportaion system which require
significant reconstruction or upgrading.

ADDITION: Any local condition (regarding waste
transport operation) which could cause
greater costs, environmental impact, or risk to public
health and safety as compared to other site options.

DELETION: Access routes encountering hazardous
relief or geographic features.

960.5-2-9 (d) DISQUALIFYING ROCK
CHARACTERISTIC
CONDITIONS

CLARIFICATION AND REFINEMENT:
risk and mitigation'measures.

Addition of

960.5-2-11 (b) FAVORABLE
TECTONIC
CONDITIONS

CLARIFICATION: Seismicity less than allowable for
the construction and operation of nuclear
facilities.



AUGUST 1 GUIDELINES

COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OIF POTENTIAL IEPOSI1lURY SITES
List of Influence Factors and Oescriptors

s' flflaSwWflfl fbbe --- - -- fl.rflt .. inflw fl -.. -. - - -. -__.s

Current
Classification

Guideline
Paragraph
Reference Influence Factor Descriptor

PAI 960.4-2-1
bl, b2
b2
b3, c3
b4, 6

GEOHYDROLOGY

b5(i)
b5(ii)
b5(iii)

b6(i)

b6(ii)
b6(iii)

b6(iv)
b6 (v)

A. Expected prewaste groundwater travel distances
B. Hydrologic processes
C. Geohydrologic iodeling
D. Effective porosity between host rock and

accessible environment (to be deleted)
E. hydraulic conductivity in geohydrologic units
F. hydraulic gradient within geohydrologic units
G. Potentiometric head difference between geohy-

drologic units
N. Saturation level in and around host rock

(unsaturated zone)
1. Depth of water table (unsaturated zone)
J. Presence of geohydrologic diversion units above

host rock (unsaturated zone)
K. Host rock drainage (unsaturated zone)
L. Precipitation and evapotranspiration

(unsaturated zone)
M. Expected changes in hydraulic gradient
N. Expected changes in hydraulic conductivity
0. Expected changes in effective porosity
P. Expected changes in groundwater flux
Q. Likely presence of potable or irrigation

groundwater along flow paths

cl
cl
cl
cl
c2 i

-- I ... .. I A. .... . I_ :.. , _ . ,
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Guideline
Current Paragraph

Classification Reference Influence Factor Descriptor

PA2 960.4-2-2 GEOCHEMISTRY
A. Nature and rates of geochemical processes:

mineralogical and chemical change
n. Nature and rates of geochemical processes: brine

pockets
C. Nature and rates of geochemical processes: salt

.dissolution
U. Geochemical conditions that promote the isolation

of radwaste radionuclides: CaSO4 (anhydrite)
E. Geochemical conditions that promote the isolation

of radwaste radionuclides: silicate
F. Geochemical conditions that promote the isolation

of radwaste radionuclides: saturated brines
G. Stability of mineral assemblages under repository

conditions: heating - brine migration
H. Stability of mineral assemblages under repository

conditions: heating - dehydration
1. Stability of mineral assemblages under repository

conditions: gamma irradiation of salt
J. Stability of mineral assemblages under repository

conditions: gamma irradiation of fluid inclusions
K. Expected release rate of radionuclide from the

repository: flow rate of water
L. Expected release rate of radionuclide fromi the

repository: Mg content of brine
M. Expected release rate of radionuclide from the

repository: brine content of salt
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Guideline
Current Paragraph

Classification Reference Influence Factor Descriptor

N. Expected release rate of radionuclide from the
repository: Presence of CaS04 (anhydrite)

0. Expected release rate of radionuclide from the
repository: solubility

P. Expected release rate of radionuclide from the
repository: reducing conditions

Q. Retardation of radionuclides in aquifers outside
the repository: sorption on clays

K. Retardation of radionuclides in aquifers outside
the repository: detrital organic matter

S. Degradation of engineered barrier systems by
groundwater: saturated NaCl brines

T. Degradation of engineered barrier systems by
groundwater: brine pH

U. Degradation of engineered barrier systems by
groundwater: chloride-based brines

V. Degradation of engineered barrier systems by
groundwater: magnesium rich brines

W. Degradation of engineered barrier systems by
groundwater: fluid inclusion content

X. Adverse geochemical processes or conditions:
low retardation

V. -Adverse geochemical processes or conditions:
degradation of rock strength

Z. Adverse geochemical processes or conditions:
presence of corrosive brines

S. Groundwater conditions in the host rock: redox
state

L __.. L_ - . .. ,.-� .. __.
. . . . ; V_� , Z��
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Guideline
Current Paragraph

Classification Reference Influence Factor Descriptor

PA3 960.4-2-3 ROCK CHARACTERISTICS
bl A. Vertical thickness of host rock
bl B. Areal extent of host rock
b2 C. Presence of bands of non-salt material within

the salt
cl D. Requirement for complex engineering design
c2 E. Rock characteristics that affect containment
c3 F. Combinations of conditions affected by heat

G. Thermalphysical/thermochemical properties of
salt: thermal conductivity

H. Thermophysical/thermochemical properties of
salt: creep strain

I. Thermal.physical/thermochemical properties of
salt: linear thermal expansion

PA4 960.4-2-4 CLIMATIC CHANGES
bl A. Expected stability of surface water system
b2 B. Influence of climatic condition on hydrologic

system
cl C. Water table rise (unsaturated zone)
c2 D. Expected influence of future climatic change

on radionuclide transport

PA5 960.4-2-5 EROSION
bl A. Depth of underground waste emplacement
b2,b3,cl,c2 B. Nature and rates of erosional processes

PA6 960.4-2-6 DISSOLUTION
b A. Evidence of host rock dissolution during

Quaternary
c B. Evidence of possible dissolution

interconnection (to be combined with PA6C)
c C. Evidence of possible structural collapse and

dissolution interconnection

t.
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Guideline
Current Paragraph

Classification Reference Influence Factor Descriptor

PA7 960.4-2-7 TECTONICS
bl A. Impact of recent ongoing tectonic process on

waste isolation
ci B. Tectonic and igneous activity in Quaternary
C2 C. Magnitude and intensity of historical earth-

quakes (to be deleted)
c2,c3 D. Maximum magnitude of earthquakes
c4 E. Representative seismicity
c5 F. Potential for creation of surface-water

impoundments
c6 G. Potential for tectonics to adversely change

ground-water flow system
PA8 960.4-2-8-1 HUMAN INTERFERENCE

(Human Resources)
b A. Potential value of natural resources at site
bc1 B. Average value of natural resources within

regional setting
c2 C. Evidence of subsurface resource extraction
c3 D. Deep drilling history
c4 E. Resource concentrations at site
c5 F. Potential projects affecting ground-water flow

system

PA9 960.4-2-8-2 HUMAN INTERERENCE
(Site ownership
and control)

b A. Present land ownership and control

_I. ;-..I.. . .. )
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Guideline
Current Paragraph

Classification Reference Influence Factor Descriptor

b B. Surface and subsurface mineral rights
c C. Potential unresolvable use conflicts

PRI 960.5-2-1 POPULATION DENSITY
AND DISTRIBUTION

b ,c2 A. Distances from population centers
cI B. Residential or seasonal populations within site

P82 960.5-2-2 SITE OWNERSHIP AND -

CONTROL
b A. Present land ownership andcontrol
b B. Surface and subsurface mineral rights
b C. Surface and subsurface water rights (to be

deleted)
cl D. Potential unresolvable land use conflicts

PB3 960.5-2-3 METEOROLOGY
a A. Dispersion of potential radioactive releases
b B. Potential public exposure
c2 C. History of extreme weather phenomena:

stagnation
D. History of extreme weather phenomena: extreme

winds
E. History of extreme weather phenomena: rainfall
F. History of extreme weather phenomena:

tornadoes
G. History of extreme weather phenomena: snow

load
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Guideline
Current Paragraph

Classification Reference Influence Factor Descriptor

PB4 960.5-2-4 OFFSITE INSTALLATIONS
AND OPERATIONS

b,c2 A. Proximity of nuclear facilities
cl B. Proximity of hazardous facilities

P85 960.5-2-5 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
bl,cl A. Anticipated ability to comply with

applicable environmental requirements
a,bl,b2 B. Air Quality
a,bl,b2 C. Aesthetics
a,blb2 D. Noise
a,bl,b2 E. Land Use Jiccess
a,bl,b2 F. Water Quality
c3 G. Proximity of nationally protected natural

resources
c4 H. Proximity of state or regionally protected

natural resources
c5 1. Proximity of significant native American

resources
c6 J. Threatened or endangered species' habitat

P86 960.5-2-6 SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS
a A. Potential for increased resource competition
a B. Potential social problems
a C. Potential impacts on quality of life and

lifestyle

x
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Guideline
Current Paragraph

Classification Reference Influence Factor Descriptor

bl D. Potential project-related population
changes

bl,cl E. Increased demands for community services
bl,cl F. Housing supply and demand
b2,c2 G. Availability of local labor force
b3 H. Potential net increases in local employment
b3 I. Potential net increases in local business sales
b3 J. Potential net increases in local government

revenues
b4,c4 K. Potential Impacts on regional economic base
c3 L. Water limitations on future development

PB7 960.5-2-7 TRANSPORTATION
bl A. Proximity to existing adequate transportation
b2 B. Proximity to points of waste generation
b2 C. Proximity to points of waste storage
c 0. Transportation related costs
c E. Risk to public health and safety

PB8 960.5-2-8 SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS
bl,b2 A. Flatness of terrain
cl B. Potential flooding of surface and underground

facilities
c2 C. Topography that increases risk and cost

0. Drainage of site
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Guideline
Current Paragraph

Classification Reference Influence Factor Descriptor

PB9 960.5-2-9 ROCK CHARACTERISTICS
bl,cl A. Presence of bbnds of non-salt material within

the salt
bl,cl B. Vertical thickness of host rock
blcl C. Areal extent of host rock
b2,c2 D. Extent of required artificial support for

underground openings
c3 E. Extent of maintenance of underground openings
c4 F. Potential for thermally induced fracturing
c4 G. Potential for hydration and dehydration of

mineral components
c4 H. Potential for other disruptive phenomena
c5 I. Presence of faults
c5 J. Presence of shear zones
c5 K. Presence of pressurized brine pockets
c5 L. Presence of dissolution or other features

PBIO 960.5-2-10 HYDROLOGY
a A. Integrity of shaft liners and seals
bl B. Presence of aquifers between host rock and land

surface
b2 C. Potential flooding of subsurface repository

facilities (to be deleted; duplicates
PBIO A, B, and E)

b3 D. Availability of required water
c E. Complexity of required engineering groundwater

control measures

W C
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Guideline
Current Paragraph

Classification Reference Influence Factor Descriptor

PB11 960.5-2-11 TECTONICS
bl A. Expected preclosure impact of faulting
cl B. Active faulting in Quaternary
c2 C. Magnitude and intensity of historical

earthquakes (to be deleted)
c2,c3 D. Maximum magnitude of earthquakes

/45 descr;i-ofrs
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DETERMINATION OF PUBLIC ISSUES
WITHIN THE SCOPE OF NWPA
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENTAL

ASSESSMENTS

WILLIAM H. MCINTOSH

NOVEMBER 15, 1983



PUBLIC ISSUE ANALYSIS.

* COPIES OF PUBLIC HEARING RECORD SENT TO STATE
AGENCIES, LOCAL LIBRARIES, AND ARE AVAILABLE
FOR PUBLIC PURCHASE (STATUTE)

* ISSUES AND CONCERNS DIGESTED (ONWI-505) AND
CATEGORIZED INTO TOPICAL AND SUBJECT AREAS
(DISCUSSION)

* TOPICAL HEARING COMMENT RESPONSE REPORT
(ONWI-519) IN PREPARATION (DISCUSSION)

* CRITERIA FOR INCORPORATING PUBLIC ISSUES INTO
EA DOCUMENTS IS BEING FORMULATED
(DISCUSSION)

* THE EA IS THE RESPONSE TO PUBLIC HEARING ISSUES
(STATUTE)
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TOPICAL AREAS IN ONWI-505

o NWTS PROGRAM PLANNING PROCESS

* CONSULTATION AND COOPEPIATION

* ENGINEERING/REPOSITORY DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS

* GEOLOGY

* HYDROLOGY

* TRANSPORTATION

* PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY

* ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

* SOCIOECONOMICS



CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING
PUBLIC ISSUES

INCLUSION
* A-SUBJECTS SPECIFIED IN SECTION 112(b)(1)(E)

OF NWPA
* B-SUBJECTS SPECIFIED IN 10 CFR PART 960

(DRAFT) GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR
RECOMMENDATION OF SITES FOR NUCLEAR
WASTE REPOSITORIES

EXCLUSION
* C-SUBJECTS SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO

GUIDELINE FORMULATION OR SITE
CHARACTERIZATION PLANS

* D-ALTERNATIVE, NONGEOLOGIC DISPOSAL
CONCEPTS PREVIOUSLY DOCUMENTED (GEIS)

* E-SUBJECTS NOT GERMANE TO NWPA SPECIFIED
EA PURPOSES, OR ARE REMOTE AND SPECULATIVE
WITHOUT SOUND TECHNICAL BASIS

J__ i
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MODEL FOR RESPONSE TO
PUBLIC HEARING ISSUES

EAs FOR
SITE NOMINATION

EISs FOR
REPOSITORY SELECTION

- SCREENING STUDIES - - SITE CHARACTERIZATION - -REPOSITORY LICENSING

Sources of
Public Hearing
Issues

Response to
Public Hearing
Issues.

EA Hearings

Perform Reasonable
Evaluations Based
on Available Data-
Emphasis on DOE
Guidelines and
Expectation of Com-
pliance with 40 CFR
191, 10 CFR 60.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

DEIS Hearings

Provide Compre-
hensive Analyses
Based on Extensive
Site Characteriza-
tion Data-
Emphasis on DOE
Demonstrating
40 CFR 191. 10
CFR 60 Compliance.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Licensing
Hearings

Refine Comprehen-
sive Analyses Based
on Regulatory
Review Process-
Emphasis on NRC
and EPA Regulatory
Compliance Signoff.
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UPDATE OF STATE C&C AND

PUBLIC INFORMATION ACTIVITIES

C&C ACTIVITIES FOR ALL SALT STATES

- BIMONTHLY C&C MEETINGS, INCLUDING TECHNICAL

PRESENTATIONS, STATUS, POLICY DISCUSSIONS

(JULY-SEPTEMBER-NOVEMBER),

- AVAILABILITY OF VIDEOTAPES OF TECHNICAL

SESSIONS FOR OTHER STAFF.

- MEETINGS ON EA COMMON ISSUES (AUGUST-OCTOBER).

- PARTICIPATION IN GUIDELINES PROCESS.

- PLANNED INVOLVEMENT IN MISSION PLAN REVIEW.

- ACCESS TO TECHNICAL DATA BASES AND UNANALYZED

DATA.

- PARTICIPATION IN ANNUAL INFORMATION MEETING.

RECENT STATE-SPECIFIC C&C ACTIVITIES

- HYDROLOGY SESSION HELD IN UTAH.

- SOCIOECONOMIC MEETING HELD WITH TEXAS DEPARTMENT

OF AGRICULTURE.

- RESPONSES PROVIDED TO MISSISSIPPI TECHNICAL ADVISORY
COUNCIL ON ISSUES RAISED ON SCP CHAPTER.

- PLANS FOR FORUM FOR MISSISSIPPI LEGISLATURE AND ET&B
ADVISORY COUNCILS IN JANUARY.
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M RESPONSE TO ISSUES FROM HEARINGS

- COPIES OF TRANSCRIPTS AND ISSUES SUMMARY (ONWI 505)
TO PUBLIC LIBRARIES.

- RESPONSE REPORT (ONWI 519) TO BE MAILED NOVEMBER 22.

- INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FROM MISSISSIPPI |

ET&B SENT NOVEMBER 7.

- INFORMATION EXCHANGES HELD (SEE BELOW).

* PUBLIC INFORMATION EXCHANGES (MEETINGS) }
- FIRST ROUND DEVOTED TO RESPONDING TO HEARINGS ISSUE. I
- HELD SEPTEMBER 24, MOAB, UTAH, OCTOBER 7-8 HEREFORD

AND TULIA, TEXAS; SCHEDULED DECEMBER 8, MINDEN,
LOUISIANA, AND DECEMBER 10, RICHTON, MISSISSIPPI. }

- SUBSEQUENT EXCHANGES WILL FOCUS ON ISSUES VITAL TO

RESIDENTS.

* MEETING HELD WITH LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES

IN AMARILLO, TEXAS, NOVEMBER 9, TO PLAN

EXCHANGE ON OGALLALA AQUIFER. -1

I PLANNING SESSION WILL BE SCHEDULED IN

ITAH IN DECEMBER OR JANUARY, 1
- DISCUSSIONS WITH MISSISSIPPI TO PARTICIPATE IN JUNIOR

LEAGUE PUBLIC FORUM IN JACKSON IN JANUARY.

* OUTREACH ACTIVITIES

- IN COOPERATION WITH STATES, INVITING LOCAL LEADERS

FROM SALT STATES TO ANNUAL INFORMATION MEETING IN

WASHINGTON, D. C., DECEMBER 12-15.
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SPEAKERS' BUREAU BEING ORGANIZED! MAILING LETTERS

NEXT WEEK TO LOCAL COMMUNITY GROUPS, SCHOOLS, ETC.

EXHIBITS ABOUT THE PROGRAM PROVIDED IN NOVEMBER AT

LIBRARY ASSOCIATION MEETING IN JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

AND SCHEDULED IN DECEMBER AT REGIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS'

MEETING IN BILOXI, MISSISSIPPI, AND FORUM OF WOMEN

STATE LEGISLATORS IN SAN DIEGO.

LOCAL INFORMATION OFFICES OrERATING IN UTAH, PLANNING

CONTINUING IN LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI AND TEXAS.

ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL AND NONTECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

SENT TO AREA LIBRARIES IN FOUR SALT STATES (LIST

BEING DEVELOPED). BEGINNING IN JANUARY WE WILL BE

OFFERING ASSISTANCE TO LIBRARIANS IN SETTING UP SYSTEM

TO MAKE INFORMATION EASILY ACCESSIBLE.

UNANALYZED DATA BEING MADE AVAILABLE TO LIBRARIES.

STATE-SPECIFIC PRINTED, AUDIOVISUAL, AND EXHIBIT

MATERIALS ARE BEING PREPARED TO ADDRESS INDIVIDUAL

CONCERNS.

VIDEOTAPES OF TECHNICAL PRESENTATIONS (I.E., NAS) ARE
AVAILABLE FOR USE BY UNIVERSITY OR SCIENTIFIC GROUPS.

ADDITIONAL EFFORTS ARE BEING MADE TO PROVIDE INFORMATION

AND INTERVIEWS TO THE MEDIA BEFORE MEETINGS AND TO ARRANGE

INDEPTH INTERVIEWS.
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MISSISSIPPI

TECHNICAL DATA SEARCH ITEMS

* Computer codes and models being used in the Gulf Interior Region

on hydrology.

* Legislative analysis of SB 2751 and HB 823.

* Socioeconomics in Mississippi Study Area Gulf Interior Region

(reports written and in progress).

* Hydrologic Studies of Tatum Dome.

* Routing requirements given Richton as a repository (rail and truck).

O Population dose limits.

* Petrochemical reserves in Mississippi.
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LOUISIANA

TECHNICAL DATA SEARCH ITEMS

Parish: Webster Parish: Bienville

Subject: Population by Municipality > 500

Parish: Bienville

Subject: Population by Community ( 500

Parish: Webster

Subject: Acres forested vs. urban

Parish: Bienville

Subject: Economid minerals, production 1950-1980

Parish: Webster

Subject: Top of salt maps for Vacherie Dome

Parish: Bienville

Subject: Borehole summary, Vacherie Dome > 500 meters to depth

Parish: Webster

Subject: Groundwater flow rates for Wilcox Stratum
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.TEXAS

TECHNICAL DATA SEARCH ITEMS

a Catalog Procedure #4 - Index of seismic data in the Palo Duro.

* Catalog Procedure. #6 - What are the flow directions and rates of

saline aquifers in the Palo Duro?

c Catalog Procedure #7 - Texas wants to receive copies of the

activity plans for drilling and tests in the Palo Duro.
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Department of Energy
I National Waste Terminal

Storage Program Office
505 King Avenue
Columbus. Ohio 43201

TO: Catalog Users

...I''

FROM: Leslie Casey !-

UPDATES TO THE CATALOG

It is NPO's plan to make regular updates to the Catalog and Procedures for
Requesting Unanalyzed and Processed Data/Information from the NWTS-Salt
Repository Project In Columbus, Ohio. The attached sheets replace all sheets
in your earlier copy.

If you have any questions or suggestions, please contact me.

Catalog Holders*

1. Louisiana
Renwick DeVille - 4 copies
Hall Bohlinger - 1 copy

6. BWIP
Lee Olsen - 1 copy

1.1
'J.-

2. Mississippi
Ron Forsythe - 1
Alvin Bicker - 1
Mack Cameron - 1

7. NNWSI
Don Vieth - 1 copy

copy
copy
copy

8. Weston
Larry White - 1 copy

3. Texas
Steve Frishman - 1 copy
Dan Smith - 1 copy

4. Utah
Randy Moon - 10 copies

9. DOE-HQ
Jeff Smiley - 1 copy

10. DOE-NPO
Leslie Casey - 1 copy
Document Control - 1 copy

5. NRC
Bob Johnson - I copy
Document Control Center -

1 copy

i.: *To change names on this list, call Leslie Casey (614/424-5916).

LAC/BAR:jg
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TECHNICAL DATA
MANAGEMENT

- SYSTEM
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RECORD -'YE /:eoier ei
WA~STE TYPE:.setre
WASTE MATERIAL ; PWR fuel assembligs (12 eacm)
'-UNNEL DN-MENSbONSC~enqtf,height~w1cthJ:, 152.4, 6.Q 4.37m
']WS 0OF BOREHQLES/TLNNEL :

_-OPEI-4LE OI'OENSIONS ~diameter. deothJ : 00. .587.0~ cm
SPACINGS Cwasze oack.apes. tunniels] 22. 149 20. 1 r

* UNNEL SURFACE RADIA~iON LEVEL : 1.a mrem/hr
O EAK( SPL7 TEMPERATURE : 175 deg C

1N1T7:PL_-zATr1ON ::cate.-a'itmorities,field numter5s,'so1rce)

SOURCES:
(1), Westingonouse Electric Comoany, !983. Waste Package R~eferen~ce

Conceotual Desions for a Remository in Salt, E52-064I10.OW>.

P'zrO;D TYPE :reaosilcory design
WASTE 7VPE ,saer~t fuel.
ojSTE MAPTERIAL :, WR -Fuel asserbl:es (30 eac-i)
7UNNEL DIMENSIONSClength.neicht.widtMl:,? 152.4, 6.4I0. 4.57 rn
ROWS OF 9CRE.~-OLE=S/TUNNEL ~

* BQ~90,Et-OGLE DIM'ENSIONS Cdiameter. eeotrM : 0.0, 622.0 cm
S-2C.7.'\GS Neaste oac~aoesj 'ClAYn~eisJ 22.14. 20.1 f r,
IUNNh.L SU?*I-AL21 ARIL .H.±UN LEiVEL :,Ni rnrem/flr

P~i~'~( AL? T~ERTURE :,NR cog C
LOCAL AREAL .~-EqMAL LORD"'NG ~ NR W/sc-tr

813 12P. a' '. M"E Salariert/MJ; Goiis. U
SOUR4CES:

*(1) 'Jestirnclo:use E...c-,ric Cortv~ariv, `--F3. Neaste i3a-cwac~e Re'ere'--ce
Conceao"ua.. Desiors -For a Reaosit.':~rv in Sa~t. ES12-06,47iZ0. Oi~w-'-f7

RCOPD Tv;: -s :reoositorv masiovn
WASTE -Y .E co~mmerc:.a. 'I.,'r :qve.. wate~

WAS7Z ~ ~ ~ .~ooslcaeoiass

ROWS OF 9QREi-0....ES/TUjNNEL
eCREt-QOLE Dr"'ENSIONS Cciameter, deoth.. : SE. 0. 637.0 cm

~~J:\GS :waste 2ackages, turnrelsJ 2:. 1 7 2E. 2
L-NNEL 'uz CE C1P-OrE LEVEL E) r.'rew'/~ri

* ~~~~~'-Q SAL7 TmPERA7URE : 3 ceo C
OCCL P-:EP. 7:t-;ERMAL LOADING .,L.0 oW/sa-ri.,

8:022.ail. rrE Eqainert/MJ Go'Ais. (1)
SOURCE's:

k1) westinc;-iouse Electric 1`3~a~,.i'83. qasze ':ac".ace 'e9
Conrceatuai Desi:2ns fo- a Reaosi1lirvy ir' Sal:aE . '5 -II6)" A0 ~

RECORD TyE'-- ... :reoositorv cesigqn
WAS-E Th'OE :.de-Prse hich~ 'eve-, waste
',AS-T mATERIAL.: borosilicate Q-kass
TLNNEL Dr6IENSIONSE'enaotb,"eichlt.widtflJ:. 152. 5, 5. 8, *9 -

ROWS 0OF BORE.-fli.ES/'LiNNEL. .

BOREi-OLE DIMENSIONS Eciameter. aeatnJ : 86.0. 449.0 c~
S'PACINGS Neaste -zackages. cunneisJ : 2. 13. 19.8 a
TUNNEL SLRFA.'CE RPDIrA7:ON LEVEL :. ~9 rairem/hr
-.. P SPL7 7-,V1_PTRATURS : 98 Ceg C

L.OCAL PREPL 7HERMA~L LOPDING:,2.W/-n
7\4.-IPLIZATION ..r-ateL,ai-tttiorttiegs fie..c n'm~escsur-c-9

83:22.ai'l. M'E Bairnert/M'1 Golis. (U)

()wastingh,.:use -. ct JLnca . 18.Waste P *ck-er9
Conceotual Design's fo:r a Reoository in Salt, 3-60.C~5 1



RECORD TYPE (_ :waste package des~r'
WASTE 7YPE :,soentue
WAS7=E ,"ATERIQ1.. :, PWR fuel assemblies (12 each)
CANISTER MTEi;'L :.low carbon steel.

* CPNIS~'ER DIIEiNS.ONS Ecajameter, lenotM3:, 62. 0. 400. 0 cm
* uS;'t FURN WCEiGHi Lgross, neti :, 90 9 c-

-.;EP' -LOAD, DESIGN :, 6600 W
RADIOPCTIVITY CONTENT. DESIGN :, 4 X 10E6 Ci

LC RATE :, 10E-5 g/sc-crn/day
* CANLrS7ER SuRFACE RAD. LEVEL Ctotall :1, 2.85 X 10E7 mrepi/hr

CAONIS7,ER SURFACE RAD. LEVEL Eneutron2 :, 6.05 X 10E3 mrei/flr
CPN7STER SURFACE RAD. LEVEL Cgamma) : 2.85 X 10E7 mrern/fr
OVERPACK M'PTERTAL :S, A216-77 low carbon steel grade WCP

* OVERPPCK 01MENs;ONS Lciameter, l6ength3:, 84.5, 446P.5 cm
QVERPAC- T64ICKNESSCwa~ll ,ead, bottoml:,) 10. 0, 18.3. 118.3 cm
OVEROACK. WEIGHTCtot.lf-ririg,boay,nead3:, 17640, NR? NR ka
OV=RPPC.K S~i~ERP1TONLVL:, 1.9 X 10E5 mirem/hr
.PE4K TEMPERPTURE Z(in deq CMfor waste forw~canister.,overopack-

348. NR, 175
OVERPAC~K CORRCS.ION, ALLOWANCE rLoecte,] :9 E. 30 cm

* OVERPACK CORROSION. PRED.LCTED 7£mecium~deoth(cm) afte 1000 yrs::
exoected Brine. i0.07

*unlimitec arine. 2.3k0
!qASTE PACKAGE QCSTS :cate. comoonents :. 1983, 23330 do!.lars
wAS7E OPCKAGE cos7S ;:cate, cormmercial- waste]:. 1983,- 4.22doa-s- U

.:NvI~LTIZA JN 'date.authvorities~fielc rexrii~ers~source'.
8309:6E. 800-80-, 9 1 9 918-990. rrE Ba~lwert/Mi Go~xa. nrc. (.

83e'091. 916. M'E a r/CGolis, nrc, 121)
SOURCES:

* 1.) West inalouse E-lectric Comoariyq i983. Waste Oac-(age Reference
Coriceatual 6esizns -c'r a ~.enosvto~'y in Sait, E5IE-06400. 0NW:-5:7-

B~ axtler. R. G. :8.. Descricotior' of DWPP Reference Waste F7or-1 arc
Car'ster. Es I.. cuic'nt ce Nertours anc Com'oarny,. Pie SC

RECORD 7YQE - :waste *zac~'.aoe cesior.
WPS-IE 7yPE :,snent fue-
WA'S7T ATERAL :.BWR fue~l assemol~es (30 eac',)

* ~~CANISTER MP'EIPL :.low carion stee.~
CANISTER DI'.ENSIONS ',aiamever, lenqc,:. 62. 0. 435. 0 cro

* ~~WAS7E FORM WEIGH~T Caross. net'l: 8810. 8,310 -.C
-EA7 LOPD. 1_2ESG.N :5700 W
RPQTIGPC7~V. " CONTENT. 'DESIGN .1.4 X !1BE6 C1

EACH RA-S q~~:,l0E~ /sc-cm/aay
CANISTER SURFACE RPD. LEVEL Ctotal3 :. 2.8 X 110E7 nirem/hr

* ~~CPNISTER SURFACE RAD. LEVEL Cneutron3 :, <6.0 X !OES mrem/ir
CANIS7ER SURFA~CE RAD. LEVEL CqammaJ :,r (2.8 X 10E7 mrem/imr
OVERPACK V~TER.PAL :B, A2166-77 low caro3on steel arade W:CP
OVERPACK OIIMENSIONS Ediameter. lengtrJ.*, 84.5. 481.5 Cm
OVERPACK 4T6CKNESS~wailj headg OottomJ:, 10.0., 18.,3, 18.3 cri
OVERPACK WEEG~totlfigbd~ed: 18700, NR, NR w~c
OVERPACi< SUJRFACE RPDIATION LEVEL. : NR mrem/ir
-~EPi'< 7EmYPERAPURE -'(in cea C)for waste form.caristergoveroacC(

;\1R N.R. 'NJR
OiVERPAC.< CORROSZON. ALL.OWANCE %Cdeovmn :, rNR cm~
OVERPACrK CORROS"ON. -34ED:C7ED Zraeaxumigae th (cm) after 1000 yrs';'.
* 'R. N R

wAST= OQCKPGE COSS dae ooret2: :983. 2487e. c-: Iars
WASTE PACKAGE CGS-S ocate. commercial waste]:, '983. 4.39ccir/. ,



RECORD TYPE - :waste oackage design
WASTE TYPE :-9 cefense 'micn level waste
WASTE iMATERIAL :1, borosilicate class
CANIST1ER M'ATERIAL : 304L1 stainl.ess steel
CP-NISTER DIMENSIONS Cdlamover. lenatm]:. 61.0a. 300.1b cm
W..ASTE zORM WEIGHT Caross, netJ : 1'40. 1470 kg
HEAT LOAD. DESIGN : 423 W
RADOA0CT1YITY CONTEN7. DESIGN : 1.5 X lOES Ci
LEACH RATE :, X 1OE-7 a/sc-crn/cav
CANISTER SURFACE PAD. LEVEL C%'ota12 :,2.56 X 10E7 irem/lir
CANISTER SURFACE RAD. LEVEL Cneutroni : 7.28 X IOE1 mrem/mr
CANISTER SURFACE RAD. :LEVSL Ccarnma) : 2.56 X 10E7 rarem/hr
OVERPACK( mArERIAL :B. A21A6-77 low carnon steel arade 'C'P
OvERPACK OrmENSIO1NS Ediarketer, iena-tn_:, SO. 8. 338. 5 i
OVERPACK THICKNJESSZwall. head., bottom-!:, 8.6, 16. 7, 16. 7 Cm
OVYERPACK WE IGHT Ct ot.1i ft ing ,body m acJ:I 7970, 'MR, NR -,
OVERPA.CK SuRFACE RADIATION LEVEL : 3.3 X lOZE5 Mrem/1'r
PEAK TEMPERATURE C(in deg C)for waste form,canister~overoackl]

110. NR, 98
OVIERPACK CORRCS1ON. ALLOWANCE Cdeotn'C i, 0.95 cm *
OVERPACK CORROSION. PREDICTED r~meai'in'.ceotr,(cmn after 1000 yrs'2:-

exoected orine. 0.04
unlimiteo brine. 0.95

WAS7E PACKAGE COS'S kate. comac'nenr;sJ :, 1983. 15,810 Co La-rs
WASTE PACKAGE CQS-S ~_date, defer-se waster :.1983. :1.00 coij'ars/wa

I.- C09D T1rY0D -- !:waste oac~aae cesian -)

WAS7E T'YE *.comrlrercial mi,:h lievei waste
A-E MTER!Ap. 1.. -,oro:s-.iica1.e glass

CNA7S'ER MPT41P stainless steed.
CAJ'ST=ER D~Ex.S7IOS Ediarteter, .rf~C 56. 0, 409. 0 cm
WAS-Er FQO-ir o;E-~.G~il :cross, net-- E.34P259 2560 Kg
.!-A7 LGAD. DS:3 : 9:520 W

o~o~c~rvJYCtJNrENr. DESIGN : 6.58 X :60E5 C:.

CPN.7S.ER SLRFACE RAD. LEVEL L'ttaji- 1.5i. X iteES mrem~r'/r
C N!S T;Z SL CEAD. LEVEL -nek1t-cn Z.. 4. X QIE4 rs/
CPNISTER SuRFACE QAD. LEVEL ~Carkma.2 I .5 1 X I0 ES mrem/hrr
OVpRPCK MT=RIAL :B. i~2:6-77 flow carbon steel arace WAC
QE-RPCMK D.r.1ENSIONS Jcdiarmeter, AenqtnC:, 76..3. 446. 8 CM

OVERPACK WE;GI-T -ot.iiftinc.cy.ayoead3:,'10710, NR, NR 6q~
OVIER~qC- SURFACE 1ADILATION '..EVEL : 1.6 X IeE6 rar~em/ir
PEAK TEmPERATLRE C(in deg C)for waste form.canister~overmack42

480, 'J.R, 230
OVERPACK CORROSION, PLOWANCE Z. aen t 1-J :. 1.92 cm
OVERPACK CO-?ROSTQNq PRE04:CTED Crweciura.Ceoth~(cm) alfter :12100 vrs-,,

exoectedl ar')e. la. 14
A nlimited trine. !..92'

.JASE pc,-(PGP COSTS C~:atq. cai,'mr_'s2: 983w :9600 ... :-
w PS 7E PACKPGE C0S5S 6aate. coririerciai waste): i.983, 2-020 C.. LiVS/( L

I
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(
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WELL 1D

L.LL n D;_rOF BCRE_<L :
wELi- Dr

_ ~ ~ ~~. .,, ,

, 563.9. (1850) meters(feet)
:, DOE LA Power & Li 3tt L*-EP
:, Webster Oarisn,. LI

.,

575.7, (1888.91) meters(feet)
DOE-USA rCCG-i
perry, MS -

. EMV X

-. DE-TOT- Oi: BOREE-OE
WELL ID
'U U y'. j-ATE

:. 731.5. (2100) raeters(feet)
:, LH-17A
., B i envi .:e e ar lsm . ,-A

1'E M 4

* ; cr8 D5T.i 2
E D5

S

.-L_. _;)

: 798.1, a26iS.7) metersrfeet)
:, DOE-Continental Forest Irndustries Lt--7A
:, Bienville Parish, LA

:S k:'2-. (2700. 65) roet ers (f eet
:, DCE-9OWELL MH-4A

, Perv-v. mS

.'L" EM6

_ -_.Z_.) - .- SW0_

:.~LL ^ i)
;. ,\ v, _

:. D65.4e rleterS(fC-et)
:. Detickn s 1
:, Deaf Smtl-.n. !X

?E -Em 7

- D - Q-1;: * O, IE-Q!_~
.EiL S 0
. ,:Z 2 N .

: . 9.L3. 5 (21997.-') rpeters tfeet )
:, DOE-USA MCCG-a
:, iJerry. MS

: 7EM 8

* T 3 _ DEPTH Or BOQE9OLE
wELL ID
_£ r Y q pvE

: ( 30001 a met ers(.eet u
:, DOE-Co~ntirenta 1 Fo:rest Industries L~VJ---6
:, Eierivilieia >risn, _A

17Er 9

O ;L DE- W V= E'C'T -'Y§E
wELL . D
:_3.. Ej ; ; T-

*, -30.3. (7052) Meters(feet)
:, Harman *1
:, Swllsnev-, 7. X



i

. m 10

-OraP rEPTH ? BOREQtOuE
wELL : n
CO ii.:- "f, i Tp T

: 1t036.3, (3400) metierS(feet)
:2 DOE-Sett7emnyre O-OH-2A
:. -eeon. TX

2'-EM i i

.--n -, w . O)T; BOR EH0sOLE

WEL..L. I.D
C O NJ Y ~. S TE~-

:, 106'61.3. (3482) meters(feet)
:, Elk Ridue *1
:. San Juan. UT

*r~ _ .-- Q~ OwDU BOREiHOL
hsEL_ --'
._, _ % t: -v .!^ A -;7

* I

1094.0. (3589. 3) lleters(feet)

DOE-USA MH-5A
Forrest. 4MS

17EM. '_3

7O-- 0CEOTH OF BOREHOLE
WELL iD
CiJNI-11. S P AE

:, 1249.8, (4100.3) nmeters(feet)
:, DOE-USA MCCH-3B
:, Perry, MS

.I

zE r-I OF BOREHOLE
A4ELL 1D
': I.3 I Al-,1. s 7 PY -.

:, 1528.0, (5013) rmeters(Feet)
:, US DOE - Ctontirental Forest lndustres
:9 s ienvi lle DOr% ;n. -fA

.4

.- rEm .5

0.j -_ C- , -- .4n ;r.-.

wELL 0 D
2 2 '. ¾ . E

1T 7EM ..6

* . ,,3A.8 (503:) metersk ( eo'
: . US (O)E-S 1r ni:* 1
'. " 4ensltr :'r:.n _A

..

* D J_ '" .- 3: . '.- tl G ; -t LE

; ,: , -a~, ,, 5 ,- Z4-
. : .\

* .J.1945.9. (G6284) meters k'`-et
:., Gison Dome 41
: San Juan. U-

- l - 7

_ --_ QE- O) Oir BLUE-4.1kE
WIEL.L 7D

:,0x. V-v

* ; -%28. 7 ( r ,54tZ ii.e,; ers k -e
:. Zeeck *1
:. Swis.er. -X
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=T=':-_- . pftiE 'j~l , "B f R `Ty 0,E LABELE

; 4CC

NE : C

* WELL.CC

cos-

7LAB

* CO R.ID

DCD

GBDELEV

D R2

~g L :

LD*¾ L C

V.~ ~ ~

1~~~ f - [ 3 T '

-ES; L

-SUDEV

* ~~~ SCSTi

_

4

10

A
13
14

45
46
47

52

7-

7:-

. .

_3

1.10.

**' -4

115

1:6
:19

'r ir
S
S
S
SA

S
S.
S

S

S

S

ACCESSION NUMBER
RECORD TYPE
WELL 1D
LN; , SUEBUNIT
REG I ON

I

BPS I N'. SUBA 1
COUNTY, STATE
L.Ajr ITUDE
LONGITUDE
SECT~ ONk, BLOCK
TEST LAB
CORE SUPPLIER
CORE ID
SPMPLE ID
DRILLING' COMPLETION. DATE
BOREHOLE STATijS
GROUND LEVEL ELEVATION
-(EL.Y .BLS'I G L VA I N
TOTAL D'E'iH OF BOQ&-OLE

DRILLING FLUID OROGRAM
DRIL! .%.*G .37CR, rbt.cdi .- cr (in)',!-rerv
CAS.'NG SUM.MAP.Y *:'claweter cm (in~), ceztr
L:~T'40L06IC ..oi3S
GEOPYSICAL LOGS
CORE LOGS
MUD LOGSS
=OR!v"PT!CAS E RQT ED .intervai. in rae grr
CORES Eciameter in cr'(ir). :nterva.. 1n mr

FORMA"TION -ES"S *:tyae,r-.i.r.'l..JrtervajL in I
rIYDROGEOI "T~ ;v.C%.7.CrI

G S ' ?ErC AN'-A L ~E 2 E 5T S -':tyze, cororlef'o'
C-OECI-AN'CPL L B 7EStS [Cyoe, coniroer,,s..

HVDRQCt-.E._C CL 7ES'S -tvae, cowmentest
T'-.O oy .forM a o , e c i c i~ *.

mAr:E:RIPLS :D

1rCRIZON
-ES7 ~~\TERVAL
7ES7 FLUID

COMOESS-:VE STRE\*G71-4 JNCONFINED:
COMPRESSi"VE STrRENG"-,ULNCONFINED:
COYPRESSIVE STRE!%IG Hq UNCONXINED:
COMORESSIVYE STRENG7-H.UNCONFINED:

COrl'ORESSsvE S-lENG7H, L'fCCO\FINED:
C,!' ;4L V E STRENGTH, LjN~CON' -NIED:

Mq r .\i,

S7:i:~ rum

vl= _ ' -! _ _



-7S:!DEV

-SILOPO

CLOZ~

CL. -3EP2

CL;)90

CLPME H

Z-fa

=C5K

Yr" S DEK

YmSDEV

mDENS
y

-is

1 23

124S

1 a6

1.30
131.

1 36

137

138

I 443

151a
isa
153

154
1593
:~60

16"5

Is

184

:90

:91
1 92
1'33
1944
'9 .5

:R

S
R

rRP
7

SS

S
S
S
S

I
S

9
S
L

rrA

S
S
Mr -AP
R

R

R

S

vp~

S

Rq

T

:APp

R
R

.R

II

R

R

S

i

TE.NS :!L 5RENG.-, ZNDIRECT:
rENSILE STRENGM, INDIRECT:
TENSILE STRENGTW, INDIRECT:
7ENSILE S RENGTH,]:NDIRECT:
TENSILE STRENGTHINDIRECT:
TENSILE STRENGTHINDIRECT:
TENSILE ST;ENGTH. INDIRECT:

MAX :
MEAN
STD DEV
TEST TEMP:
LOAD RATE:
METHODS /UNCER

CREEO
CREEP
CREE3
CREED
CR14F.E3
CREED
CREED
CREEP

CREEP

C E E PC RE-- RFP

_Aw
LAW
LAW
LAW

LJ-4WLAW

LAW,LW
LAW
LPW

LW

PARAMETER:
PARAMETER:
JPRAMETER:
0ARAMETER:
OARPMETER:
PARAMETER:
OARAMETER:
PARAMETER:
PARAMETER-
PARAMETER:
PARAME ER:
OARAMETER:

I"
Ea
Ea*
B
So .. I

:tiB*

Ess*

-!-ST C 0N DI -:O7 NS
IWE-HODS/UNCERTA6N71 'I

FAILURE CRITERION: k I
FAILURE CRITERION: qLPwA
FAILURE CR TERION: BETA :
WPILUIE CR1TERON: EQUATION
FAILURE CRITERION: METHODS/LNCERTA-PNiES

YOUNGS
YOLINGS
VOaLiN '335
YIJLNGS
v'2,U N.GjS
Y GUN6I:

"MODULUS
r-ODULUS
V'viJDULUS

MOD~fULUS
"QJD .J'.AS
jNLJDULUS

CSITATI" 1C:
CSTATICJ: i
[STATIC21:
[STATIC3:
CSTA7iC-
-'s i r L;.i

cDvNAm:lc:__
CDyNprVIC]:
EDYNAM IC7::
EDYNAMICI:
._DYNArVIC._:
IDYNAM~ICII

M"AX 1
MuEAN
STD DEV~
_.='s m Q

. .1

YOUN4GS vQJDULU'S
YOLNGS -YODULLS
YOUNGS "'ODUl US
YOUNIGS MODULUS

y 'ii ,GS: "'CDU!-JS
YOUNGS ilrlDULL'S

S.D DEV
-

POISSO'iS

DG:SsQNE4~

POISSONS

tRAt10

JAT 10O
RATIO

:STATIC-!: MEAX

LSTATICJI: S7D DEVY 1
[STATIC:: E57 10
CSI-AT IC;: ME i ODS/L:NCE:;P-

I .

POISSONS ATIO
POTSSONS RATIO
POISSOaNS R4ATi
POISSGNS 4p7:0

DCISSONS RRTIO-
SPEC:FIC HEAr
DENSI.Y
0j4a-,~ _ i ;W'4,:_i T ck

CDYNAM:CJC,
EDYNAMICJ:
:.DYNIAMIC! :
:DYNPMIC2:
CDVNAf4ICI:
CDVNpAr ICl:

MAX 1
MEAN
6D0 DEV

ME-HODS/L'NCE-4

. I

-I

� I
. I

:-_J

-;.,ERMPL CC'r'DuCTjViV~Y
E'4m-AL CONDUCTIVITY:TEST- -E'v' ir.. A

-- ERMPL EXzANSION COEFFICIENT

i,-



IK
rr3I!

GTGMAX

* MPDDEV

-rrC T.

A.;7

* 4. S RL

-.D

'RDS

wPQcSR~L

231
23E

26E

a62

4

285
285

.3U
35

32-
-; -
3 v

33
335
341
345

S.3
ge;-

ate,.

S -il,4 _:

85_-
/s 4 Ii.

9:2

9:1
932

933
'334

9:50

952
953
935A+

97:'
9 72
4;7A

MAO~

R

R

S
i
S
.S
S
S
S
IS
S
S

S
S
S

S

1
4
'•.

S
S
S

S
S
S

S

S
S

S
1*

S

S
S
E.

4:

GEOHERMNAL GRADIENT Crmn' :
GEOTHE RM7AL GRADIENT Cmaxi :

SHEAR MODULUS DYNAMIC: MlIN
SHEAR MODULUS CDYNPMIC3: MAX
SlEAR MODULjS .DYNAMIC2: YIEAN
SHEAR MODULUS :DYNAMIC]: STD DEV
SHEAR MODULLS -DYNAMICg: TEST TEMP
SHEAR MODULUS :DYNPMIC3: METHODS/UNCERTA
HYDRAULIC CO.iDUCTIVITY Ccm/sec, category,
HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY: ME7HODS/UNCER7PI
INTRINSIC PER'EABILITY &n'i'lidarcies. cat
INTRINSIC PERMEABILITY: ME T HODS/UNiCERTAI
TRANSIU-SSIVITy :sq rn/day, catagory, tyoei
74PNSM:SS'VITY: METHODS/UNCERTPINT:ES
-RPNJS'tISIBI,_:-Y *'-,d-ft /co. category, tyoe
4PANSM:SS:BILI-Y: METHODS/-NCER'A7NT IES

PCtXN7IO:TETRIC LEVEL Creters(feet),categ
2OTENTIOMETRIC LEVEL: ME'-ODS/UNCERTAINT
EFFECTIVE POR05 7v Caercert,category, tyo-
EFFEC'IVE PCROS7 Y: METIODS/UNCERTA7N-:E
TOTAL POROSITV ;^ercent, cateqory, tye_-
ro'AL PCRQS7TV: rmETHODS/LNCER'pAIN r ES
WAS7C TY°-
wASTE mATER:PL
WASTE CQON=GURATI TO
I.EAT LOAD
:ON.zING 44DII 7:ON
RADIONrLUCLIDE CONTEN-,
WASTE t.Nl- *E-G1--T -min. Ma)_.i

EXPEC--D W'AS= UNITS rliev:rneJ:
EXPECTED WPS-2 UNV'S :ave-ace arsr.-.a
EXEC-. 1AS .ZEC 57 Zv Erucgra: :
COMrEN'-S:

C A NI'SER 1 R.4 A
CPN.ST*ER DI.MENSIONS :ciareter, :r:@-.
',4 .S- -= IQR:Y wE..rj-7 ! . rost . netJ.
HEAT LOAD. DESIGN
:AqD•OAC~:: -. :,^,--<s, De~ii ES:GN:

CANISTE4. SURFOCE RPD. LEVEL Crneutrr.-n i
C. A NI 95 ER LU. QC._ R*AD. :._EVE!_ 7.arr.la.

OVERPQCb( *t _ R X AL
OVERPACK DIMENSIONS Cdiarneter. lenctn2"
OVERQACZ. ,-_TC.(NESSCWa11, mieac. not .';o!
OVE.RPACK kWE-^GHT~tot. lif.:,ng tocy neeacj:

ROWS OF 8OREl-CLES/TLN'N.EL
BOREHOLE DIMvEN~SIONS -6ciarnieter. ceozn.
SaAciNGS :Waste mackaues. tunries1s

OVER~PCK~ SL.RFACE RADIATION~ LEVEL
OEOK -EM1OERALJuR C(in ced C)for w.as,.e fo
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wPOCP
Ii 03 S T
,RDLI37L

hca

RECREF

'EV i NFO
la C 4 li-E

98'I MAP

saa S
984 I
986 R
99'a S
991 S
99a2 S

3990 I
3995 S
3996 S
3998 S

OVERPQCK CORROSION, ALLOWANCE Cd9oth3:
OVERPACK CORROSION, PREDICTED Cmedium, de
PEAK SALT TEMDERATURE
LOCAL AREAL H-4ERMAL LOADING
WASTE PACKAGE COSTS Cdate, componentsJ
WASTE PACKAGE COSTS Cdate, defense waste
WASTE PACKAGS COSTS Cdate, commercial wa
RECORD REFERENCE
INITIALIZATION Cdate, autnorities. field n
.EVISION Cfiela num,oia value.reasov.ra

S~iCESRM:
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2.
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TDMS - STATUS OF BASIS SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Class of Record
Design

Prelim. Demo Final
Data Loaded

(percent)
Number of

Records

General Characterizations

Site Geology

Site Hydrology

Site Environment

Repository Design

Detailed Results

Borehole Summaries

Hydro-Results

Natural Materials

Engineered Materials

Waste Package Design

Exploratory Shaft

Facilities

Auxiliary Records

Revisions

Methods/Uncertainties

X

X

5X

X

x

X 90

4

104

45

4

10

75X

X X N/A 4

Total 161

11/15/83
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REPOSITORY ARCHITECT ENGINEER

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

STATEMENT OF WORK

R. S. KINGSLEY

NOVEMBER 16, 1983

RSK: 11/16/83
alTY1Ut Pbowat %laa*q "em ' U.)
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STATUS.

* FLUOR UNDER CONTRACT 10/1/83

e NON SITE SPECIFIC WORK INITIATED

- PROJECT PROCEDURES MANUAL

- ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT PLAN

- Q.A. MANUAL

ISK: 11/16/83

80TLIM Prom %lanagemeflo C...on



'1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

* STATEMENT OF WORK

- UNCONTROLLED COPIES

I SCOPE

* APPROACH

- ORGANIZED/DISCIPLINED/DEFINED

- WBS ORIENTATED

- DELIVERABLE ORIENTATED

- ENGINEERING STUDIES

* ORGANIZATION

- VOLUME I: WORK ELEMENT DEFINITION

- VOLUME II: SUPPORT DOCUMENTS

WBS DICTIONARY

DELIVERABLES

-: I

-.-.d

. 'k

.- i

. I

RSK: 11/16/83 aqwi
Slf[t P1w (1 U m -.q .

-'I
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I I I
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WBS 4.1 INTEGRATION

* PROJECT MANAGEMENT

- PROCEDURES MANUAL

- Q.A. PLAN

* BASIS FOR DESIGN

- CODES/STANDARDS

- HVAC DESIGN GUIDE

I DESIGN STUDIES

- WASTE PROCESSING AND MINE

EMPLACEMENT

- BACK-UP POWER SYSTEM

- I~

. ,'i
. i-,

.i

. I

. _

RSK:11/16/83

IATTItf LII ptowo %4in qem O-.W nI11
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I inWBS 4.2 REPOSITORY SITE

* CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

- SITE ARRANGEMENTS

- UTILITY ACCESS

E STUDIES

- TEMPQRARY FACILITIES

.i

I...

::;1

-I,

.- ir

.1i

-_i
RSK:1I116/83

ST ... C . . O .

BAFT~ttI' Plown °'t"gwn

K-.
-- O
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(I

* I

.1

*1

REMAINING SECTIONS

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

4.10

WASTE HANDLING PACKAGING

REPOSITORY SHAFTS

SUBSURFACE FACILITIES

REPOSITORY SEALING

BALANCE OF PLANT

REPOSITORY OPERATION

TEST AND EVALUATION FACILITIES

WASTE PACKAGE
/

'I

.
m .

. t..-

1. .

. I

RSK:11/16/83

EARUtLI Proto maknateffm Oi-Oon
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DELIVERARIE

*:.
*.. .

* VOLUME II, ATTACHMENT E

* 75 DELIVERABLES

.,I* SCHEDULE - TBD

* DISTRIBUTION - TBD

RSK:11/16/83 0~W
0 n __

SATTILLI Nolen Maagemem an,-o
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SOME

PRINCIPAL

CONSULTANTS

* HYDROGEOLOGY

- WILLIAMS AND Assoc.
- GOLDER
- SANDIA

a GEOLOGY/SEISMO TECTONICS

- LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LABORATORIES

e GEOCHEMISTRY

- OAK RIDGE

- SANDIA

o ROCK PROPERTIES

- ENGINEERS INTERNATIONAL, INC.



NRC PROGRAM

STATUS

* GUIDELINES -

* REGULATIONS-

* PRELICENSING CONSULTATION/GUIDANCE
PROCESS

- EA REVIEW PLANS

NRC ORG/STAFFING

-J
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NRC DIVISION

OF WASTE MANAGEMENT

KILW
REPOSITORY

PROJECTS

a
S
S
S

BWIP SECTION
NTS SECTION
SALT SECTION
REGULATIONS

* MATERIALS
* MINING

FACILITIES
DESIGN

O ROCK MECHANICS

* HYDROLOGY
* GEOLOGY
* GEOCHEMISTRY

S STATE PARTICI-
PATION

* DOCUMENT CONTROL
S POLICY
* PLANNING
S INTEGiRATION

* PROGRAM CONTROL



PRELICENSING
CONSULTATION

PROCESS

I INTERAGENCY AGREEMENTS

* ONGOING, OPEN PROCESS !1
* EXCHANGE OF DATA AND INFORMATION

- REAL TIME FOLLOW OF DATA GATHERING
TO IDENTIFY ISSUES EARLYL

* TIMELY CONSULTATION ON PLANS TO RESOLVE ISSUES

* VARIETY OF (A) KINDS OF ISSUES AND (B) LEVEL

OF DETAIL REQUIRES A FLEXIBLE MIX OF INTERACTION

MECHAN I SMS :

- MEETINGS

- IMMEDIATE DATA RELEASE

- RELEASE OF REPORTS 3
- SITE REPRESENTATIVES

- SCP/SCA I
- GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS

- .,1~~~~~~~~~~~~~-



LEVELS

OF DATA AND

DAARElUCTIOIN

-1 . . . .0

RAW DATA
DETAILED INFORMATION

:ON COLLECTION
METHODS

NUMEROUS LEVELS
OF DATA

REDUCTION AND
ASSESSMENT

._ _

-

E.G. - DRILLERS

LOGS

- METHODS OF

WELL COMPLETION

- PRESSURE VERSUS

TIME PLOTS

- SPECIFIC TEST

PROCEDURES

REDUCTION OF

RAW DATA TO

DETERMINE SPECIFIC >

PARAMETERS

E.G. - HYDRAULIC

CONDUCTIVITY OF

ONE UNIT IN ONE

HOLE

BROAD, INTEGRATED

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

ASSESSMENTS

E.G. - MATH GROUNDWATER

MODELS TO INTEGRATE

MANY POINT MEASUREMENTS

- GEOLOGIC, HYDRO-

LOGIC, GEOCHEMISTRY

INFORMATION TO

CONSTRUCT CONCEPTUAL

FLOW MODELS



.1

NRC EA
REVIEW PLANS

1
: COMPREHENSIVE, IN-DEPTH CRITICAL REVIEW

OF DATA BASE AND DATA INTERPRETATIONS/
ASSESSMENTS

* PREPARATIONS

- COMPLETE REVIEW IN EACH RELEVANT
TECHNICAL AREA BEFORE EA.

- REVIEW PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
METHODOLOGY/MODELS, TO EXTENT 3
THEY WILL BE USED IN EA BEFORE
DRAFT EA IS RECEIVED. 1

is
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83/07/21 SENIOR ONSITE LICENSING REP/2

SALT Senior Onsite Licensing Representative, GG-1S
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards

FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

As the Director of the Division of Waste Management's representative,
serves at one of the selected candidate high-level waste repository sites
as the principal NRC liaison with DOE staff and other parties involved
with the onsite repository project in order to facilitate an effective

; pre-licensing interface with NRC.

REGULAR DUTIES

Represents the Director of the Division of Waste Management at the site
for all high-level waste repository site activities relating to the most
difficult projects for the potential disposal of large quantities of
highly radioactive waste at the site.

Proposes need for DOE or NRC technical work programs, studies, safety
reviews, and environmental impact assessments related to the future
high-level waste repository licensing review.

Acts as on-site liaison between the NRC and DOE Project Manager related
to the HLW repository licensing review.

Assists in the development of regulatory waste management policies,
recommending improvements in procedures designed to make the licensing

* process more efficient.

Develops and participates in liaison mechanisms with other agencies in
waste management activities, including EPA, DOE, state and local
government specifically to maintain cognizance of on-going technical work
and to assure the adequacy and appropriateness of program direction.

Maintains awareness and proficiency in current and developing techniques
and theories of systems analysis by frequent contact with researchers in
the field through site visits and professional meetings.

Develops methods for the analysis and evaluation of license applications
with respect to waste management activities, through review of present
regulatory procedures.

Arranges meetings with senior DOE Field Office (FO) executives to discuss
areas of mutual interest that may need clarification by the Division
Director WM.

Recommends to the Division Director WM improvements to NRC/OOE
interaction relating to site characterization.
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Provides quality assurance (QA) reviews, as deemed necessary, in all
areas of the DOE site characterization program to understand DOE's on
going QA program and provide comments and recommendations to the Director
WM as appropriate.

Expedites the flow of facts, information and plans regarding site
characterization activities between DOE's Field Office and/or contractors
and the Division of Waste Management. *

As .the representative judges to be appropriate or at the specific request .
of the Director, observes, reviews and evaluates onsite actions
undertaken or sponsored by the DOE related to site characterization.

Arranges and/or coordinates site visits by NRC technical staff.

Prepares policy analysis papers and technical reports pertaining to the
waste management program for use by the Division Director in developing
waste management policy. As the representative judges to be appropriate
or at the specific request of the Director, reviews documents related to
the characterization of the candidate repository site, including
environmental assessments and site characterization plans.

Makes specific recommendations concerning site characterization plans and
activities to Division Director and/or NRC technical and project
management staff.

Develops recommendations for the Division Director concerning NRC policy J
and technical positions on repository licensing issues.

Identifies and communicates pertinent information/data related to site
characterization to responsible NRC technical and project management
staff.

Provides supervision for one onsite licensing staff and a part time
clerical assistant.

BASIC SKILLS

Technical knowledge comparable to that of a B.S. degree in science,
technical or related field plus graduate study or several years
significant experience in managing or coordinating large complex
scientific activities applicable or relevant to high-level waste
management repositories.

Demonstrated experience in managing interdisciplinary groups involved in
engineering design and analysis and safety and environmental analysis in
order to structure and manage special projects designed to develop
scientific data in a short period of time.
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In-depth knowledge of technical principles and processes associated with
waste material systems and material control in order to evaluate
technical contractor's efforts.

Ability to review and evaluate the need for a sub-study within HLW
management systems studies and to define the sub-study once the need is
identified in order to expand, redirect, or terminate programs.

Ability to understand and have experience in the management of programs,
studies, etc., carried out at contractor facilities involving a number of
technical disciplines, in order to avoid duplication of effort and insure
desired results.

Demonstrated high competence in both oral and written presentations with
senior executives and technical staff.

In-depth knowledge of site characterization and design, with the 'ability
to determine and evaluate the need for technical standards and criteria,
as well as'a knowledge of legislation, implementing regulations, and NRC
policy pertaining to the administration of these regulations.

Demonstrated ability to perceive and evaluate policy and technical
questions involved in the licensing of high-leyel waste repositories.

General knowledge' of the functions of other Federal, State, and tribal
bodies with responsibilities for regulating/overseeing site
characterization activities to insure proper coordination of waste
management activities.

CONTACTS

As the Director of WM's representative, continuous contact with Director,
Deputy Director, Branch Chiefs, and technical staff within WM and senior
staff within the Commission.

Continuous contact with senior DOE Field Office (FO) executives and other
federal government'agency representatives relating to site
characterization activities.

Frequent contact with senior State and local Government officials, and
representatives of "affected Indian tribes" in coordinating the exchange
of technical and policy information regarding the candidate repository
site as required under NWPA (Section 117) and 1OCFR60 Subpart C.

Frequent contact with DOE and DOE contractor technical and administrative
personnel to keep abreast of developments in the plans and activities -

involving the candidate HLW repository site.

Occasional contact with Office Director NMSS relating to onsite licensing
activies.
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RESPONSIBILITY-FOR DECISIONS

Supervision Received

Director, Division of Waste Management

In a major first-of-a-kind prelicensing activity, operates without
benefit of manual chapters or checklists for conduct of 80% of duties. *-
Encumbent must exercise descriminating judgment in pursuing the duties as
the Director's representative at the site based only on broad, general, -
oral guidance from Director, WM.

General Supervision "A".*

Indeoendent Action

Manages and directs the efforts of the onsite licensing representatives
office. -?

Independently assesses effectiveness of DOE's on-site activities and -

based on his judgments, brings issues or potential issues which may
affect NRC's licensing actions to the attention of the NRC Division '
Director and appropriate NRC Branch Chief.

Independently assesses the effectiveness of NRC regulations and guidance
on DOE's site characterization activities and, based on his judgment,
brings issues or potential issues involving NRC regulatory actions and
guidance to the NRC Division Director and appropriate NRC Branch Chief.

Represents Division Director in meetings with DOE, State or Tribal
officals relating to site project activities. Based on knowledge of
Division technical, and regulatory policy positions, uses judgement to
articulate NRC positions and provide clarification.

Identifies, defines, and recommends to NRC Headquarters studies in
support of the waste management effort. Monitors the activities of
special study groups, task forces, and contractor studies directed at
obtaining data and developing licensing procedures and standards for
repository licensing activities and directs the use of information gained
from studies in his onsits review activities.

Explores need for and establishes working liaison with multiple Federal
agencies and acts as a liaison with other agencies involved in waste
management activities including EPA, DOE, state and local government,
especially as they deal with the Federal repository.

SUPERVISION EXERCISED

None
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WORKING CONDITIONS

Normal office conditions most of the time. Frequent onsite work at the
repository site where varying conditions exist.

EFFORT

Normal



I. MANAGEMENT PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS FOR ONSITE REPOSITORY LICENSING

REPRESENTATIVES (OLR)

1j
In the development of this plan the following planning factors were

used:

A. Two OLRs consisting of a senior representative at the GS-15 level

and an additional representative at the GS-7/12 level shall

be located at the SWUP site. Other sites undergoing *

characterization shall have only a senior OLR.

B. OLRs shall be stationed at the SWIP site as soon as possible or by

the time work on .he exploratory shaft is begun. For all other

sites, personnel shall be stationed onsite by the time exploratory

shaft construction begins.

C. Staffing of sites will involve the permanent assignment of

personnel. Initial staffing at the BWIP site may be accomplished

by temporary reassignment of personnel, however, a permanent

position shall be filled by the end of FY 1983.

0. Part-time secretarial help (2-3 days per week) shall be provided

for the OLRs by the Division of Waste Management (OPFT).

E. A training program shall be provided by the Division of Waste

Management.

410. 9/MK/83/07/06/2 83/03/25
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F. NRC Headquarters shall continue to provide the following
administrative services:

1. Transportation/Travel

2. Contract administration

i 3. Training

4. Security

5. Personnel actions,

6. Time and attendance actions

G. Onsite licensing representatives shall:

1. Report directly to the Director, Division of Waste

Management.

2. Serve as onsite contacts between NMSS/WM and DOE staff or
other parties involved with the repository project.

3. Review and observe, as appropriate, onsite actions

undertaken or sponsored by DOE related to repository

* development to identify areas of interest to NRC staff.

4. Review documents related to the site, including

environmental assessments and site characterization plans.

V 5. Interact directly with appropriate branch chiefs, section

leaders, and the NRC project managers on site

characterization activities.

6. Submit to the Division of Waste Management monthly (or more

frequent If necessary) a written report which indicates the

status of new or outstanding issues or problems and

l: identifies issue resolutions.

7. Visit NRC Headquarters a minimum of once per quarter to

present a summary status briefing to the Office Director of

NMSS and Division of Waste Management Personnel.

410.9/MK/83/07/06/2 83/03/25
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8. Travel to other sites undergoing site characterization as

required by the Division of Waste Management.

9. Attend training courses as required by the Division of Waste

Management.

10. Perform such duties in accordance with all applicable

procedural agreements between the NRC and DOE.

H. The Department of Energy will provide rent-free office space for

the exclusive use of Commission onsite licensing personnel

including heat, air conditioning, light, electrical outlets, and

janitorial services in accordance with a procedural agreement (PA)

for onsite NRC licensing representation at candidate HLW

repository sites. The office space shall provide both visual and

acoustic privacy, and be adequate to accommodate up to two

full-time onsite licensing staff, a part-time secretary, and any

transient NRC licensing personnel.

I. The Office of Administration shall arrange for the office

equipment, furniture, and communications facilities for onsite

licensing personnel.

J. Onsita licensing staff shall remain stationed at a site until DOE

officially abandons the site or until reassigned by the Division

of Waste Management. It will be necessary to avoid the situation

where staff either become reluctant to identify problems at a site

or become an advocate of the site in order to protect his/her job..

The Office of Administration shall identify existing regulations

or develop policy and regulations whereby on-site personnel shall

not be terminated if the site is abandoned by DOE.

410.9/MK/83/07/06/2 83/03/25
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SERIES GRAOE XENOWN PROMOTION POTrNTIAL

*Senior On-Site Licensing Representative 801/1301 'GG-15 re GG-lS
ORGANIZATiON LOCATION , AREA OF CONSIDERATION TYPE OF POSITION

Office of Nuclear Mater4aUl- Safety and NATIONIE IG ANING X BONSARGAINING

.i~eAK , rds, Division of Waste Management, WASHINGTON.O.C cOMMUTING AREA

.______________________________________R G_ IE~lON COMMUTING AREA X FUL-T E PART-TIME

- DUTY LOCATION NAME OF IMMIEDATE SUPERVISOR L , R _ =
*SEE BELOW E ng .PEAMANENT TEMPORARY
TI~ REOUIREETS Robert E. Browning u, . APPOINTMENT APPOINTMENT
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Incumbent represents the Director of the Division of Waste Management at one of the
. selected high-level waste repository sites as the principal NRC liaison with DOE staff

and other parties involved with the on-site repository project in order to facilitate
an effective prelicensing interface with NRC. Proposes the need for DOE or NRC technical
work programs, studies, safety reviews, and environmental impact assessments related to
the future repository licensing review. Provides quality assurance reviews in all areas
of DOE site characterization.

OUAUlFICATIONS REOUIRID o1t rft romoran oS. aaouft" St 00160 trad lev tVess *uahh teSnSS esrna.the ISit fIoumsArmae ei'e. tis otnerwne SO&Cdltle. rhe ston
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Candidates must have demonstrated progressively responsible professional experience in
managing or coordinating large complex scientific activities applicable to high-level
waste management repositories. In-depth knowledge of the technical principles and
processes associated with waste material systems and material control in order to evaluate
technical contractor's efforts. Demonstrated experience in managing interdisciplinary
groups involved in engineering design and safety, and environmental analysis in order to
structure and manage special projects. In-depth knowledge of site characterization and
design. At least one year of this experience must have been at the next lower grade
level or its equivalent.

RAT`ING FACTORS --

1. Demonstrated ability to communicate policy, technical, and procedural issues in a
clear and concise manner, both orally and in writing.

2. At least one year of demonstrated experience in regulations, policies and practices
presently in use by the high-level portion of the Division of Waste Management.
(Double Weighted)

K 3. Broad knowledge of the technology involved in both the engineering and geotechnical
aspects of the disposal of high-level radioactive wastes.

4. Professional education or training in specific technical areas pertinent to deep
geologic disposal of high-level radioactive waste such as geology, geophysics,
hydogeology, geochemistry, mining engineering metallurgy, or materials science.

(Continue-on newt pacel
-- . .APPUCATION REFERRAL PROCEDURES

APPLICATIONS MAt SE REERgtRE TO THE RATInG EXmTI BARGAINING UNIT POSITIONS A MINIMUM OF 10 DAYS AFTER OPNINC ft
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TO RATING OROCtOUAES. ANO MAY SE REFERRED DIRECTLY TO THE SELECTING OFFICIAL At MISnolnR OpTIO%

HOW TO APPLY
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RATING FACTORS: (Continued)

5. Demonstrated ability to perceive and evaluate policy and technical questions
involved in the licensing anX prelicensing activities associated with high-level
waste repositories.

. 1~~~~.,
**DUTY STATION WILL BE DETERMINED AT A LATER DATE. IT WILL BE EITHER MISSISSIPPI,

LOUISIANA, TEXAS OR UTAH.
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DRAFT AGENDA
FOURTH BIMONTHLY MEETING WITH SALT STATE REPRESENTATIVES AND NRC

JANUARY 26-27, 1984

BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE
505 KING AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Thursday, January 26 - Conference Room H

9:00 - 9:15 a.m. Opening Remarks

9:15 - 10:00 a.m. Program Update

10:00 - 10:30 a.m. Discussion

10:30 - 11:30 a.m. Final Guidelines

11:30 - 12:00 Noon Discussion

12:00 - 1:30 p.m. Lunch

1:30 - 2:30 p.m. Mission Plan

2:30 - 3:00 p.m. Discussion

3:00 - 3:30 p.m. Socloeconomics

3:30 - 4:00 p.m. Discussion.

4:00 - 4:30 p.m. Environmental Assessments

4:30 - 5:00 p.m. Discussion

-

Friday, January 27 - Conference Room H

8:30 - 9:00 a.m. Technical Information Data Base Update

9:00 - 10:00 a.m. NRC Presentation

10:00 - 10:30 p.m. Discussion

10:30 - 11:30 a.m. States' Caucus

11:30 - 12:00 Noon States' Response, Discussion

Optional individual appointments with DOE, ONWI personnel during afternoon.


